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Joanna Russ is a gifted writer whose works expose the folly of the dominant 

paradigm in science fiction, a paûiarchal society which subverts fernale development. 

My thesis examines Russ's development as a writeq her innovative and heuristic 

apprœch to science fiction, and her ferninist convictions. 

To trace the development of Russ's worb I will examine the characteristics 

and qualities of science fiction and adventure fantasy, their relationship to one 

another. and how tbey differ h m  conventional fiction. 1 will then apply those 

principles to Russ's "Alyx stories" as they develop fiom fantasy to science fiction, 

becoming more sophisticated and cri tical. 

P e  (1%8) heralds Russ's arriva1 as an author of science fiction. 

As a feminist entering a predominantl y male genre, Russ established a foundation for 

later feminist writen via her critical approach to mainstream ideology and her 

intelligent alternatives to conventional gender roles. By detechnologizing science 

fiction and incorporating feminist issues in her plot and characteriration she brought 

the women' s movemen t in10 science fiction. 

Russ's most provocative novel, F- (1975), examines the 

difficulties of construfting a workable feminism for wornen of differing backgrounds 

and interests. She exposes the socialized selfdenial and isolation used to divide 

women's groups and proposes a humanistic appmch to feminism which subverts 

stagnant patriarchal conventions. 
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Introduction 

Although the sociallycritical function of science fiction was firmly established 

by Mary Sheily in as early as 1818, it is only in the past thirty years or 

so that readers of the genre have corne to expect that the best science fiction-whatever 

its other methods, intents, and goals-wiii engage in social extrapolation, speculatim, 

and criticism. Consequently, it is somewhat surprishg that Joanna Russ, who began 

her career in science fiction around thirty years ago with m n g l y  feminist social 

criticism, has been relatively neglected by the acadernic comrnunity and the broader 

reading public, perhaps because she was early both in choosing science fiction as her 

medium and feminism as her message. She identifies the social reluctance which 

limited science fiction's apped and popularity to conventional audiences in her essay 

"Towards an Aesthetic of Science Fiction" : 

It is unlikely that science fiction will ever becorne a major form of 

literature. Life-as-it-is (howwer glamorized or falsifiai) is more 

hteresting to most people than the science- fic tional li fe-as4 t-mig h t-be. 

Moreover, the second depends on an understanding and appreciation of 

the first. In a sense, science fiction includes (or is parasitic on. 

depending on your point of view) non-science fiction. (1 17) 

R u s  is, however, a gifted &ter who uses satire and i m y  to expose the foliy 

of the dominant F&gm, a patriarchal society which subverts fernale developrnent. 

Her science M o n  is highly heuristic: compelling and obliging the reader carefully to 



consider the ineffectiveness of various conventional responses to social inequity, in 

addition to the primary issue in her work of discriminatory gender roles. My thesis 

examines the development of Russ as a writer: her innovative appmach to science 

fiction and her feminist convictions. 

Even in its earliest stages, Russ's work has never catered to the traditional 

adolescent male audience of science fiction. She does not pander to expectations of 

technological wizardry, futuristic weaponry, and exotic cross-species encounters. 

Instead Russ focusses on social injustice and institutional complacency. While she is, 

first and foremost, a feminist, she does not write merely from that point of view; she 

uses wit and sarcasm to expose the oppressive nature of power in many forms: 

chauvinism, racism, classism, and even feminism itself. Russ al= develops that 

segment of the genre commonly tecogmzed as "sofi" science fiction, stories and 

novels which focus on the human aspect of development in a technological age, a 

theme which can be t r a d  back to (1818) and H. G. Wells's IkJhe 

Machine (1895). as weil as to the fiction of C. S. Lewis, Ray Bradbury, Walter 

Miller, Jr., and Philip K. Dick, to name a signifiant few of her important forebears. 

I propose that Russ's writing is not simply or strictly feminist, that it is more broadly 

humanjstic and advocates the removal of power and domination h m  human 

relationships while it encourages tolerance, independence, and self-knowledge. 1 will 

document Russ's development h m  the highiy-charged, angry writer of the "Alyx" 

stories Ui the late sixties to the sophisticated, introspective, and criticai writer she had 

becorne by the publication of nie in 1975. 
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My first chapter examines Russ's early short fiction, the "Alyx" stories. H m  

I will address her literary innovations: the development of an assertive and competent 

fernale role mode1 and her transition from fantasy Literature to science fiction wherein 

she supphts the sexist conventions of adventure fantasy with her provocative and 

astutely critical feminism. The first chapter also examines the influence of the 

reemerging women's movement on the thematic aspects of Russ's stork. Russ's 

expansion from adventure fantasy to science fiction increased the audience she could 

reach with her feminism as the women's rnovement was stniggling to shape and 

change contemporary society . 
. . 

The second chapter investigates Russ's first novel, 7 (1968). 

Her writing becomes more sophisticated with this novel, employing irony and satire to 

greater effect as critical tools than in her earlier stones. 1 will also demonstrate the 

shift in Russ's feminism from a teaction against patxiarctial discrimination to a 

proactive attempt to unite women in a common cause. Russ's focus on the need for 

unity parallels the increased organization of feminist groups with cornmon interests 

and goals. She also addresses the psychoiogicai aspects of feminism which led to 

greater coordination of effort in the women's movement: p e ~ n a i  doubts, outside 

opposition by traditional social groups, and misrepresentation by competing interest 

groups. 

The final chapter wili amcentrate on Russ's novel, F- (1975) 

which repments the apex of her feminist social criticism. I will outline her portrayai 

of divided feminist interests and motivations, and her cal1 for solidarîty among women 
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in their efforts to gain equality. F- owes its psychological cnticism of 

patriarchal systems to the advent of conrioumess raising groups, which provideci a 

pladorm for Russ to redress issues of organization in the women's movement. 

particularly the jeopardy of dividing women's interests into cliques with over-specified 

interests. 1 will aiso look at Russ's predictive societies and th& heuristic value 

relative to the future of ferninism: the cautionary dystopia, Womanland. and the 

hopefbl utopia, Whileaway. 

My thesis attempts to demonstrate that Russ's critical and comedic refinement 

provides, for the discrirninating reader, a humanistic approach to social critickm 

founded on feminism but. more importantly . dedicated to individudism. It also 

demonstrates the skilful employment of science fiction's most distinctive 

characteristics as a vehicle for ferninim. an accornplishment which direct1 y defies 

some of science fiction's oldest sexist traditions. 



Chapter One 

The Eve of Change. 

Laying a foundation can be a frustrating and demoralking task. If one makes 

the mistake of trying to envision an entire project at the moment of its conception it is 

possible to discourage even the most creative and motivated individual. Rogress is 

achieved through the diligent pursuit of each step of the task as it cornes to hand; by 

approaching each obstacle in tum the creator gets progressive fd-back and 

motivation to continue towards the achievement of his or her ultimate goal. The 

stniggle to bring rience fiction into mainstream literature i s  no exception to this 

formula. and the development of Joanna Russ as a science-fiction author is an 

exceptionally good example of the process. 

Russ's science fiction grows out of somewhat fantastic beginnings. quite 

literally. Ber nademark character. Alyx, begins as a fantasy heroine. She is 

developed as the template for Rus's later science-fiction heroines through the course 

of the early short stories. These early works are more readily classifiable as fantasy 

than as science fiction. To trace the developrnent of Russ's works 1 will examine the 

characteristics and qualities of fantasy and science fiction. their relationship to one 

another, and how they differ h m  conventional fiction. 1 will then apply those 

p~ciples  of development to Russ's work as it develops h m  fantasy to science fiction 

and as Alyx grows h m  "adventuress" to "pre-school conditiming director" and 

kyond-becoming the powerfbl hemine of Russ's later books and stories. 
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Russ's early fiction has bgn collected under the title an homage to 

Russ's fim heroine. The name Alyx brings to mind Alexander the Great-fint 

conqueror of the world; the unique spelling of her name also bean oonsideration- 

male chromosomes are designated "XY", and Alyx is spelled "mu. a reversal of the 

universally recognized male genetic pattem. AIyx's name therefore anticipates her 

great responsibiiity as a champion for womadcïnd, in which she bean the burden of 

u n i ~ g  the civihed world in a reversai of conventionai patriarchd patterns. 

The volume, m. wntains five related stories: the first stoiy is called. 

appropriately, "The Adventuress" (1967). The title is bold and stxaight-fonvard; it 

brings to mind images of swash-bucklers and cavalier heroes. action and fiee-spinted 

rebellion. The main difference between this tale and conventional fantasy is, of 

course, that the swash-buckling, cavalier hero is, in îhis case, a woman. Russ 

confidently introduces Alyx to the reader in the opening paragraph: 

This is the tale of a voyage that is of interest only as it concems the 

doings of one smail, grey-eyed woman. Srnall women exist in plenty- 

so do those with grey eyes-but this woman was among the wisest of a 

sex that is surpassingly wise. There is no surprise in that (or should not 

be) for it is cornmon knowledge that Woman was created hlly a quarter 

of an hour before Man, and has kept that advantage to this very &y. 

Indeed, iegend has it that the f k t  man, Leh, was fashioned h m  the 

sixth figer of the left hand of the first woman, h h ,  and that is why 

women have only five fingers on the left hand. The lady with whom 
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we conceni ourselves in this story had al1 her six fingers. and what is 

more, they al1 worked. ( 1 )  

Russ's introduction o f  Alyx manages at once both to adopt and to confound the 

conventions of fantasy literature, a genre which Samuel Delany, Russ's foremost 

critic, calls "sworù and sorcery, that odd sub-genre invenîed . . . by Robert E. 

Howard" (vii). Alyx is the perfect counterpoint to Howard's most famous character. 

Conan the Barbarian. Delany provides a clear definition and purpose for this 

adventure fantasy literature in his introduction to a: 
Sword and sorcery begins as a specifically male escape from the coming 

responsibility of marriage, family, and a permanent home: i .e., wife, 

children, job. Its purpose, the people who publish, advertise. and sel1 

it say, is to provide the adolescent male audience with a bigger, 

stronger man to identify with, who rescues the wornan, b a t s  up the 

villain, and who is loved btiefly and allowed to leave without 

hassle. (xiii) 

Russ irnmediately identifies "The Adventuress" as fantasy : it is the tale of a 

voyage, a departure h m  the h o w n  and familiar world into a worid of uncertainty 

and danger. Russ works to dismantle and undennine masculine fantasy: she 

consciously (conscientiously) makes a deparhire fiorn her source genre. Alyx is  

identified as an archetypa1 wornan, "wisest of a sex that is surpassingly wise. " This is 

the story of a lone woman's exploits-not the tale of a muscle-bound, mercenary, 

master of the universe and his cohorts-it is the tale of "one small, grey-eyed woman," 
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exceptional in her actions but not otherwise unusual. Russ associates Alyx wi th the 

goddess Athena (via her surpassing wisdom and grey eyes) who sprang h m  the head 

of Zeus fully grown and fully armed, uttering a war-cry, much as Alyx Springs from 

the mind of Russ, her creator, and immediately challenges the assumptions of 

adolescent male d e n .  

Russ inverts the traditional role of wornen in fantasy; Alyx is not a wwering, 

supplicating, nubile sex-object. By making the h m  of her stones fernale Russ 

immediately addresses her assumption that Alyx is an exceptional character because 

she is female: "There is no surprise in that (or should not be). . . ." Because 

adventure fantasy is a popular genre Russ suggests that women should play a more 

prominent role as characters, especiall y as heroines. 

In homage to one of the foremost authon of sword-and-sorcery fiction, Russ 

makes mention of Fritz Leiber's great adventure fantasy hero, Fafhrd: thereby 

wnnecting her work with the genre's traditions: 

"1 remembered, " said Alyx, "one wek  in spring when the night sky 

above Ourdh was hung as brilliantly with stars as the jewellers' ûays on 

the Street of a Thousand Follies. Ah! what a man. A big Norfhman 

with hair like youn and a gold-red beard-God, what a beard!-Fafnir- 

no, Fafh-well something ridiculous. But he was far h m  ridiculous. 

He was amazing. (24) 

Rua's, and Alyx's amazement, is inspireci by Leiber's bold, unapologetic s ~ l e  

and the incredible risks he took in character creation. Fafhrd was a sterling example 
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of the noble, yet anal yticat , barbarian. Russ questions the traditional role cast for 

Fafhrd in Alyx's nostalgie, yet faintly rebuking, memory of Fafhrd's conventional 

marulinity : 

"He was stmng," said Alyx, laughmg, "and hairy, beautifully hairy. 

And Willfui! 1 said to him, 'Man, if you mua follow your eyes into 

every whorehouse-' And we fought! At a place called the Silver Fish. 

Ovemirned tables. What a f u s !  And a week later," (she shrugged 

ruefully) "gone. There it is. And 1 can't even remember his name." 

(24) 

The character Alyx shows sorne characteristics of Leiber's character, Ahura 

also hown as Silent Salrnacis. This mystifjmg woman draws the romantic attentions 

of both Fafhrd and his sidekick, the Gray Mouser. Ahura's apparent disinterest in 

the nvdry between the two friends is a mode1 for Alyx's independence and a 

foundation for Russ's ferninist "sword and sorcery. " The Gray Mouser becornes 

intrigued when his amorous intentions are not acknowledged by Ahura and begins to 

suspect that there may be more to her than meets the eye. He is increasingly 

suspicious of the veracity of Ahura's gender: 

Whether it was the souring of his inhibited passion, or the shrewder 

insight of a mind no longer a-bubble with the fashioning of 

compliments and witticisms, he began to feel more and more that the 

Ahura he loved was only a faint spark in the darkness of a stmnger who 

daily became more riddlesome, dubious, and even, in the end, 
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repeiient. He remembered the other narne C h l œ  had given Ahura, and 

found himself brooding oddly over the legend of Hermaphroditus 

bathing in the Carian fountain and becoming joined in one body with 

the nymph SaImacis. (Leiber 130-3 1) 

The Gray Mouser's bittemess regarding Ahura's ambivalence even prompts 

him to disrobe Ahura as she slept to prove her an hermaphrodite, or even a man. His 

paranoid intrusion only wonens his oonceit: "The breasts, white as ivory, that he had 

known would not be there, were there. And yet, instead of his nightrnare lifting it 

deepened. . . . He was never more certain than at this moment that Ahura was a man" 

(133). Russ discovers a genn of feminism in Leiber's work, cherishes it, as well as 

its source, and fosters it to maturity via Alyx: the mode1 for an independent and 

confident woman, s u r e  enough of her identity to act boldly in a world of d e  

centred insecurities, 

Her description of Alyx's wondrous left hand demystifies the Judeo-Christian 

creation myth by turning it on its head and suggesting that woman was created f in t  

and that man was created from an insignifiant part of her-a concept much more in 

keeping with biology than theology (and perhaps also closer to the ûuth), not to 

mention its similanty ta the creation myths of rnany abonginai cultures. She uses t h i s  

as an oppomuiity to outline Alyx's general opinion of men, that they have grown 

around an unessentid, non-fwictional part earlier discarded by women. Alyx is the 

mode1 self-sufficient woman: she is wmplete and comptent; her fate is not dependent 

upon any man; it is, so to speak, wmpletely in her oum six-fingered hands. 



1 1  

In her later aîticism and analysis of science fiction, Russ outlines several 

stages of development which may also be applied to her own fictional work, 

Mcularly to her Alyx stories. Russ's essay, "The Wearing Out of Genre Materialsu 

(1971), divides fiction into three stages of p w t h :  innocence, plausibility. and 

decadence. She proposes that these 'three stages . . . may present a pmdigm of the 

history of every aesthetic element in art. . . " (5 1). The stories with which I am here 

mncemed, the foundation of Russ's later manire science fiction, forrn her fictional age 

of innocence, so to speak. As Russ explains: 

Innocence is the simple and naive stage in the evolution of a genre 

constnict. . . . 1 cal1 the story innocent because the marvel in question 

here is-or rather was-a genuine novelty. (48) 

While in this instance Russ is discussing a short story by Ambrose Bierce, her 

point is nonetheless useful in making a similar analysis of the development of her own 

fiction. In the interest of consistency in her theorizing, Russ's concept of 

development must of course include her own works. 

To suggest at this point that Alyx will be employed to disrupt established 

literary conventions and to promote ferninism would be an understatement. Russ's 

critical writing defines the limit to novetty in genre fiction, and she points out that 

conventions Wear out in time; as recurhg patterns in genre fiction becorne recognized 

and accepted by the audience the genre loses its distllictiveness and becornes bring, 

repetitive, predictable, and pedantic. Bad genre writers consistently employ the same 

devices and conventions in their writing and this lads to stefeotyping, fonnulaic 
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plotlines and characterization , and li terary assumptions identifiable wi th an individ ual 

genre. Russ suggests that this familiarity breeds contempt: "once used in art, once 

brought to light as it were, the effect of the fantasy begins to wane, and the scene 

embodying it begins to Wear out" ("Wearing" 47). By transforming individual 

elements of adventure fantasy while at the same time ignonng its repetitive, 

predictable, and hite elements, Russ keeps the genre interesting and innovative. 

Uwig Alyx, Russ wmrnands the ability to murrect adventure fantasy h m  its 

moribund state, from a stereotypical and dedominateci genre, in both character and 

readership, into a vibrant, thought-provoking medium for social criticism and new 

ideas. Not only is Alyx developed from a rebel in a male-dominated world into a 

positive role mode1 for womankind, but Russ's wriMg pdually escapes from the 

constraints of adventure fantasy into the liberated forum of science fiction. 

Alyx was created in response to Joanna Russ's dissatisfaction with American 

society of the 1%0's. Awareness of wornen's need to become actively involved in 

their own emancipation frorn structureci paaiarchal institutions increased significantly 

in the early 1960's. This selfdirected move towards fernale independence, be it 

intellectual, emotiod, physical, or institutional, was a topic of increaUng intenst 

among young women at tmiversities and colleges across the United States as awmess 

of sexual inequality increased and social restrictions against women came under 

mt iny .  Mary King and Casey Hayden drew attention to some of these institutions in 

a memorandum circulated among feminist radical protest groups in November of 

1965. The memo drew parallels between women and other disadvantaged "castes" in 
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society, particularly social and institutional biases againa women. King and Hayden 

exposed the social policy of a double-standard which recognizes-and cundemns-racial 

prejudice but which also hinis a blind eye towards sexual discrimination. In "The 

Adventuress," Alyx's social reevaluation begins with criticism of and rejection of 

organized patriarchal religion. Upon entering the Qty of Ourdh, the geographical 

focal point of Russ's early stories, Alyx converted to the church of Yp: 

But Alyx, a young wornan of intellectual bat ,  had not been in Ourdh 

two months when she decided that the religion of Yp (as the hi11 god 

was calleci) was a disastrous piece of nonsense, and that deceiving a 

young woman in matten of such importance was a piece of 

thoughtlessness for which it would iake some weeks of hard, 

wncentrated thought to think up a proper reprisai. (1 -2) 

This critical appmach to the world's dominant religion is the first indication we 

have that Alyx has an analytical mind and indomitable personality. and that her 

indignation is the result of some injustice or prejudice tbat she previously experienced 

at the hands of mascuhe Society; and this is similar, in many aspects, to the activities 

of young women in American colleges and universities at this time, who gathered 

together and organized feminist opposition to patriarchal institutions. The fact that 

Alyx plots revenge against the church of Yp and later exacts that revenge for these 

injustices is king on the feminist fantasy cake. In this wmection, the characteristics 

which we should most cafefûlly note in Alyx are her capacity for observation and her 

drive, in some s d l  way, to expose some of the myths which are taken for granted as 
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truth in Ourdh. 

In "The Adventuress" A yx has taken charge of the education of a younger 

woman, Edarra, to protect her h m  these personally debilitating amstraints while 

assisting her escape from Ourdh. This story is the earliest testing ground for Russ's 

ferninist social crïticism. Edarra begins, not as Alyx's ward, but as her employer. 

She hires Alyx to help her steal a necklace, the bride-price of her arranged marriage, 

so that she may escape h m  an unwanted and loveless maniage to an older man and 

live independently. Recognizing in Edana some of her own irrepressible spirit and 

personai values, Alyx agrees to aid her escape, and then summarily takes 

responsibility for educating her in the ways of the world. During the course of their 

journey, Alyx instnicts Edam in the use of the sword--a haditional phallic symbol of 

masculine superionty in conventional adventure fantasy--and she also trains Edam to 

perform demanding manual labour on their boat to increase her self-sufficiency. 

The two young women have several encuunters which prwide Alyx with 

opportunity to debunk social wmplacency. As they are sailing one night they are 

attacked by a monster, a "bulbous" faced, whiskered, barking denizen of the deep 

whose oddly human visage is discwcertingly masculine. Alyx harpoons the monster, 

in an overtly masculine display of cornpetence, and it dies. Edarra is huddled 

clutching the mast of the boat, in effect clinging to another phallic symbol for 

protection in her temr. Her fear represents the traditional subservienœ of women to 

a pdominantly masculine society. theh fear of confronting that culture, and in some 

cases their misguided faith in the moral benevolence of a protective paaiarchy. Alyx 
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debunks the myth of sea monsters and the myth of masculine supremacy which is 

immobiliring Edam with the a d o n  that thm was never any real danger: 

There was dence for a while. Then she said, 'It's only an 

animal, " and then she made the mark of Yp an her forehead to atone 

for having killed something without the spur of overmastering necessity. 

She had not made the gesture for years. . . . 

"It was an animal,' said Alyx with finality, "that's dl." (1 2) 

As Alyx destroys the sea monster, Russ symbolically emasculates the threat of 

patriarchd domination; via Alyx's examples of cornpeteut and decisive action, she 

diminishes the power these institutions hold over women. By slaying the beast A l p  

exposes the fdacy of supematural power attributed to sea monsters, thereby 

demonstrating the impotency of threats made by masculine society to control women. 

These trends of psychological «nitro1 and dehumanization in social institutions were a 

key issue among ferninist p u p s  establishing themselves between 1965 and 1969. 

Dissatisfaction with the ponderous legal and parliamentary process of reversing sexual 

discrimination prompted the development of "radicalw feminist groups. Groups like 

the New York Radical Women, the Redstockhgs, the Feminists, and WITCH 

separated thernwlves from the iarger, politically-bas& groups such as N.O.W. 

(National OrgaNzation for Women) and WEAL (Women's Equity Action Lague) to 

emphasize individual and penonal feminist issues rather than general political 

injustices. Alyx's spirit is very much in keeping with the ideas of these radiai 

feminists who favoured individual empowerment and public protests-&en called 



"Zap" actions-over political lobbying as a means of social change. 

Alyx's religious atonement here suggests two things. First, Alyx blesses 

herself because she knows it was wrmg to slay the monster, bccause it posed no 

serious threat to the wornen-either as an animal or as a syrnbol of male society-she 

h e w  herself that it was only an animal, which suggests that she killed it solely for 

Edam's benefit, to demonstrate that its power was merely iilusory. Second, Edam, 

king an inhabitant of the city of Ourdh, will rezognize the significance of the blessing 

as an act of atonement. Alyx's example will teach Edana not to react out of fear or 

superstition or conventional belief but carefblly to assess whether or not force is 

required to cope with a given situation. Alyx is compelled to act because of her 

responsibility to educate Edam, but she may perhaps regret the unavoidable necessity 

of violence as a solution to their problem. 

"The Adventuressn demonstraîes the danger of accepting something 

indisputably or irrevocably merely because it is a convention or tradition. Alyx has 

not at this point done anything more exwptional than to ernpower another woman: 

encouraging Edam to question the merit of institutionalized thinking (which might 

already be considered subversive in some circles). This lesson can be applied to 

Russ's burgeoning scienœ fiction as well. Science fiction traditionaily questions and 

challenges existing paradigrns. Russ brings into question m n e o u s  assumptions about 

the character of science fiction itself. By choosing adventure fantasy as her starting 

point, Russ challenges the expectations of its largely adolescent male audience. 

Alyx's authority and confidence highlight the obvious contrast between Russ's witing 
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and the established paradigm in fantasy Literaîure in an act of introspective analysis. 

Russ defines science fiction in her essay, "The Subjunctivity of Science 

Fiction" (1973). She quotes Delany's definition of science fiction, which suggests that 

it is an amalgam of natudist fiction, depichg everyday events, and fantasy fiction, 

depicting the impossible: 

'Events that have not happened are very different from the fictional 

events that could have happened, or the fantastic events that could not 

have happened. . . ." (51) 

She goes on to expand and dari9 Delany's statement: 

science fiction concerns itself with what has not happened: that is, its 

subjet-matter dœs  not exist. The subject-matter of naturalist fiction is 

understood to be in some way characteristic or typical of what dœs 

exist (this couid have happened); fantasy is understood to bear a reverse 

relation to what exists (this muld not have happened). (52) 

"The Adventuressm is the staging point for the development of feminist science 

fiction, an approach to the field which would take several yean to be recognized as a 

sub-genre. We aumot say of Alyx's behaviour, This could not happena; her actions 

and the ideology she represents are new but are not beyond the realm of pmbability. 

Neither can we Say. "This could have happened, " because there is no historical 

reference to Alyx or the preYious occurrence of feminist science fiction. Al1 we can 

say of "The Adventurrss" is that the story 'neither contravaes reality nor represents 

it" ("Subjunctivity" 52); therefm, according to Russ it is science fiction: it occupies 
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the middle ground between what Delany defines as nahiralism and fantasy because its 

issues reflet real conœms and hopes. 

Alyx continues to undermine male superiority in '1 Thought She Was Afeard 

Until She Stroked My Beardw (1967) the second nory in Biya, wherein Alyx asserts 

her autonomy without equivocation. Delany's greatest interest in this story is its 

reinforcement of Russ's progressive separation h m  the genre of adventure fantasy. 

In "The Adventuressn her most rnarked departure h m  conventional fantasy was the 

use of a female hero, but in "1 Thought She Was Afeard Until She Stroked My 

Bardw--written afkr "The Adventuress" but preceding it contextually-Russ takes 

Alyx even further from the centre of the genre. Delany suggests that Russ's depamire 

h m  fantasy becornes more sophisticated in this story: 

. . . an even larger break is that there is, at least, one--and this is what 

sword and sorcery banishes entirely from its landscape--husband in the 

series. 

He is killed in the second story. (xvi) 

According to Delany one of the principle characteristics of adventure fantasy is 

the absence of mrrkge, a lack of connection between the protagonist and his 

wmmunity and the absence of permanent relationships. This independence and 

diminished social responsibili ty allows the reader vicariousi y to re-experience the 

liberty he may have lost through various real-life responsibilities and obligations. 

Alyx asserts her right to this liberty and M o m  in "1 Thought She Was Afeard Until 

She Stroked My Beard." She dœs not merely avoid mamage, she escapes it, thereby 
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c a e a i n g  the mistake she made henelf by acœpting a husband and the role of wife 

(incidental1 y refiecting Russ' s own recent, but amicable, divorce). 

Aiyx begins the story in a state of marital oppression: her activities are 

restricted by her husband to the mundane dutia of housekeeping. He routinely deals 

with smugglers as his source of incorne, but disdains and ignores her advice on how to 

mduct business. Alyx's fnistmtion and anger prompt her to rebel against her 

husband's egocentric and rnisogynistic restrictions. They argue over her participation 

in his negotiations with the smugglers, and this argument degenerates into a typically 

misogynistic, abusive, and violent confrontation-with one extraordinary di ffetence: 

when he took out from behind the door the length of braided rawhide 

he used to herd canle, when he swung it high in the air and down in a 

snapping arc to w h m  she-not where she was; where she had ben--this 

extraordinary young woman had leapt half the distance betwem them 

and wrested the stock of the whip h m  him a foot from his hand. He 

was off balance and fell: with a vicious grimace she brought the stock 

down shon and hard on the top of his head. She had d l  her wits about 

her as she s W  over him. (32) 

As Alyx siands over her vanquished fœ, she fecognizes the prufound 

consequences of her actions. She has tom liberty h m  her husband's band and used 

his symbol of authonty ta punish him for tenorizing and demeaning her. She stands 

over him in triumph with the whip-in some cultures a traditional gift h m  the bride's 

father to his son-in-law symboünng marital authority-in her own hands. Not only 
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has Russ reversed the typical, woeful roles of spousal abuse but she has underrnined 

the traditional empowment of men over women through the institution of marriage. 

She bas demonstrated women's right to selfdetermination, and autonomy. 

Alyx debunks the convmtional d e  of wife as home-maker and mother. much 

as Betty Friedan's pioneering book, . . 
(1%3), challenged the 

acaepted role of women as wives and mothers and the myth that these d e s  somehow 

satisfy. psychologidy and emotionally, the drives and desires of women. Russ 

reinforces this liberation with an echo from the beginning of "The Advenruress," 

where Alyx is describeci as having al1 six of her left-hand fingers; now she is 

acknowledged to have retained "al1 her wits" at the killing of her husband, pertiaps 

having temporarily relinquished them by rnarrying in the first place. 

She has learned h m  the experience. and W. revelling in her tecovered liberty. 

and secure in the lmowledge that phallic symbols hold no power over her. Alyx 

vanishes into the night and begins an adventure in direct defiance of the restrictions 

imposed on her by her late husband. She joins the band of smugglers with whom he 

was conducting business and talces a new husband of her own choosing, their captain. 

Russ uses the adventure as an oppomuiity to address some questions of social 

development and women's possible role in society's institutions. The first paradigm 

Russ questions is the objectifidon of women. As Alyx cornes aboard the smugglers' 

vesse1 she is conhnted by a group of sailors who immediate!ly respond in the 

stereotypicai Eashion of sea-going m a :  

One whistied, indrawn between his teeth. long and low. "What does 
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she want?" said someune. The watch took hold of her a m  and the 

sailor who had whistled raised both anns wer his head and clasped 

them. at which the crowd laughed. 

"She thinks we're hot!" 

"She wants some. don? you honey?" 

"Ooh, kiss me, kiss me, dearie!" (34) 

The sailors' bawdy derision d œ s  not have the expected effect on Alyx. As 

they threaten her with sexual violence, Alyx merely notes the sailors' similarity to her 

late husband, an un fomuiate cornparison for the sailors: 

She did not think they were behawig badly. as she was not sure how 

they ought to behave, but they remindeci her uncannily of her husband. 

of whom she was no longer at al1 afkaid. (34) 

Significantly, at this stage in her literary development Russ does not use this 

opportunity to introduce a feminist reevaluation of men's and women's roles or of 

egalitarian refonn in society, although Alyx has certainly begun to question whether 

or not she should submit to men merely beause they happen to be men. Alyx is too 

fond of her independence to relinquish it to any man, especially to a man reminding 

her of her husband. Her reaction can be predicted if one wnsiden the brutality she 

employed to subdue her late husband; she explodes al1 over the quarterdeck: 

when the nearest winked and reached out two hands even huger than the 

shadow of hands cast on the deck boanis, she kicked him excrucia~giy 

in the left knee (he fell down), the watch got the belt buckle round in a 
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àrcf h m  undernath (up, always up, especially if you're short), 

which gave him a cut amss the cheek and a black eye; this leaves her 

lefk hand still armed and her teeth, which she used. It's good to be able 

to do several things at once. (34) 

With her left hand armed-by Russ's definition a woman's most powerfbl hand 

(not to mention her "sinistern hand, from the latin)-Alyx sets about giving the crew a 

sound thrashïng. The black eye and cut cheek she inflicts upon one sailor are a 

chilling reminder of the injuries most commonly received by wornen from abusive 

husbands. However. the suggestion that woman's work has made her more wmpetent 

and efficient as a fighter because she can do more than a single thing at once lends 

some humour to this violent encuunter. She ceases to demolish the crew members 

only when she encounters their captain, her reason for coming to the ship. He 

recognizes her h m  his dealings with her husband and welwmes her as his misîress, 

under the delusion that she has been attracted by his manly mien. Alyx recognizes the 

possibility of controlling the entire crew by controlling their leader and sets out to 

dominate this buccaneer. 

The captain recognizes Alyx's ability to fight but is unable to take her seriously 

because she is a woman. He indulges her desire to learn more about fighting, with 

patronïzing amusement, in exchange for her sexual favours. Alyx, though, is clearly 

in the relationship only out of convenience; she is far too clever to romanticize her 

position on board the ship. R u s  emphasizes Alyx's cunning and managerial skill: 

Alyx is incongmously responsible for the discovery of several important social 
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developments which form the foundation of modem society, more specifically, a 

socialist economy. Alyx develops statistical analysis: 'She told the fortunes of the 

crew quite obligingly. as (the captain) had taught her, but was much more interest& 

in the probabilities of the appearance of any particular card in one of the five suits" 

(40). When the captain goes ashore on business she tags dong and notes his 

incornpetence as a merchant, much Wre that of her dead husband-an ominous 

foreshadowing of the captain's possible fate, not to mention the possible fate of a 

monopolizing capitalist market. Alyx decides "that small producers should combine in 

trading with middlemen so as not to lower @ces by competing against one another" 

(43). Russ here draws a parallel behueen the disadvantaged and devalued state of 

small. isolated merchants and the role of women as domestic servants. Coming, as it 

dœs. from Alyx, this amparison may be extended to suggest that women should 

band together to overthrow the monopoly of power by men in society, just as 

merchants should form cooperatives to increase their negotiating power. Russ's ideas 

are contemporaneous with the appearance of manrisi-feminist organitations like the 

Redstockings. These srna groups organized amund common issues and evenly 

distributed mpnsibilities among memben, thereby removing hierarchical structures 

which they associated with patriarchally influenceci feminist groups and federal 

institutions, such as N. O. W., WEAL and the OFCC (the Office of F e d d  Contract 

Cornpliance). 

That Alyx should be responsible for the early concepts of commodity 

cooperatives is no more unlikely than her idea that "docton [should] cut up the bodies 
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of dead people in the rhools to find out how they're put togetheru (47). The 

irnpossibility of Alyx's discoverhg these principles done strains credibility. but it 

serves the purpose of giving women a d e  mode1 with whom they can identifi. It 

does. dong with her fighting prowess, make Alyx somewhat a super-woman. 

counterbaiancing the serious message Russ includes advocatuig women's rights, 

keeping the story h m  beconhg preachy. 

Russ continues to develop Alyx in her next short story, "The Marian" 

(1968). While it rnight be assumed h m  its title that Alyx has undergone a reversion 

or degeneration of character, Russ uses this story as a forum to write about the ethical 

implications of science in society and the morality underlying the control of 

technology as a mource. This seems to be an astounding leap when one considers 

that Alyx has yet to encounter any situation which can immediately and indisputably 

be msidered science-fictional. Aiyx has sented to defy the stemtypes and 

conventions of adventure fantasy. but "The Barbarianu is the f int  Alyx story which 

could be demibed as containhg elements of science fiction. 

In "The Barbarian" Alyx is approached by a fat man who wishes to hire her as 

his accomplice in a personal venture, house-breaking a place. He attempts to irnpress 

her with two objects we might remgnize as science-fictional. The first is a form of 

visuai monitor, in the shape of a small cube. which gives the user control over the 

sensations felt by the viewed subject. The second is a hand-held laser. Alyx feigns 

amazement at these articles but inteiIectually rejects their professed rnagical properties. 

Unlike Conan. who cringes in the face of magic, Alyx analyses these objects and the 
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penonality of the man wielding them. She considers the cube as it is k i n g  used by 

the fat man to torture her husband and thereby coerce her coopefation: 

Must & some son of smalL machine. though God kunvs who made it 

Md of W. I t  follows thoughrs! Montelbus. Bur magic? Bah! 

Never beliewd in it txjiure; why now? Besides, this thing is fw 

sensible; magic is elaborne, unàependable, Iwless. (54) 

When the fat man gives ber a dernonstration of  the laser, which looked to Alyx 

Like nothing more than "a kind of blunt knife" (54), she gives voice to her cyùcism. 

After he reduces a brick wail to &es, Alyx is impressed but sceptical and cautious: 

she says. "It's quiet, for magic" (55). The fat man rnisreads her cautious statement as 

admiration or awe and boasts that he has desmyed whole amies with this device. 

The fat man's attempts to impress Alyx serve only to increase her suspicions of him; 

he is himself too enthraile. with the properties of his -1s to be completely in 

control-he is attempting to gamer Alyx's respect and reaffirm himself as master. 

The fat man's plot eventually cornes to light; he plans to murder an infant who 

wili, in tirne, become a tyrannical and me1 queen (one wonden who the queen 

tenorizes-men or women). The complications of his prescience are not addmsed: 

Alyx accepts hem as the fûnction of some form of machine. Along with his other 

devices, his prescience serves only as a means of taking advantage of others. She 

refuses to kill the child and mocks the fat man for his sqwamish incapacity for 

violence and his lack of resolve; she derides his assumption that she wouid willingly 

serve as another of his implements. 
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The palace is raised in aïarm at the dirovery of their invasion and they fie. 

The fat man has, however, used the cube to tum Alyx's current husband into a ravhg 

fool, and she consequently seeks him out for revenge, revening the gender d e s  in 

the tale of "Sleeping Beauty " : she is the "hem" pursuing the evil " sorcerer" to free 

her love from his "enchantment". 

In his introduction to Dehy  chamctaks "The Barbarian" as fantasy 

and dismisses its science-fiction plot devices and accessories as an quivalent to the 

magic found in adventure fantasy. He argues that the science here is sornewhat 

mystid and poorly defined. He maintains that Alyx rejects the chicanery of the fat 

man, not because she recopnizes his duplicity and the import of the technology he 

employs, but because she refuses to accept tbat the universe is deterministic. Her 

faith in the randomness of the universe, in Delany's estimation, is Alyx's reaction to 

"overdetermined" society. He explains her reasoning for selfdetermination: 

Alyx knows the fat man is w m g  (i.e., not God) because if he were 

right and the Universe were a mechanical product of his (specifically 

recognued as) machines (which he tries to pass off as rnagic), then the 

Universe would have to be detenninistic. (xviii) 

While Russ's science-fictid innovations may lack technologid explication, 

the issues surrounding their purpose and use, the moral and ethical implications of 

technology, important themes in science fiction, are thoroughly addresseci. In 

addition, Russ implies that the restriction of this knowledge fiom devalued minonties, 

including women, reinforces the oppression of these groups. Because Alyx controls 
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the events in her life, changing the system to suit her needs as we have seen in the 

earlier stories, she refuses ro believe the fat man's claims to God-hood. Instead, she 

recognizes the insecurity motivating his megalomania: a childish attempt to gain 

reassurance and praise, thereby increasing his sense of self-worth, by manipulating 

othen. She refuses to acknowledge his superiority and actively works towards his 

destruction. 

When Aiyx pursues the fat man to his tower she finds more of his 

technologid gadgetry. She encountea a laser alam system and a forcefield, but 

cleverly reasons out their operation and t h w m  their defensive value. She finally 

con fronts the fat man in a control room and realizes that his technology is the m e  and 

only source of his power. Alyx kills the fat man for his audacity, for soliciting her as 

a murderer of children, and for tormenting her lover to coerce her. "The Barbarian" 

can be read as Russ's condemnation of America's arrogant and mtemptible use of 

technology as a means to exploit and intimidate weaker and less privileged 

governments, particularly those in South-East Asia-hence naming the villain "the fat 

man" after Amerka's first atomic bomb. 

Alyx s m s  the technology in this chamber, not f k r n  a position of 

technologid ignorance but h m  a position of moral superiority, beuiuse its purpose 

was to dominate the weak, infirm, and ignorant in support of tyranny. Alyx's 

cuntempt for the fat man's misuse of technology expresses the feminist opposition to 

unlimited military development and American involvement in the Vietnam war. 

Groups like WSP (Wornen on Strike for Peace). led by anti-war organizer Dagmar 
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Wilson, fought to Mt this exorbitant and meritles expenditwe of Amencan resources 

in a conflict which continu& largely as a matter of rnilitary pride. 

After breaking the fat man's back and srnothering him with a cushion, 

hmically a common method fm murdering the weak and defenceless (small children 

and the aged, for example), Alyx shuts down the contmi room, lights a candle. and 

then proceeds to destmy the equipment. When she has complet& her labour, she 

considers the relationship of the fat man to his tools: 

M& the wrld? You hadn't the hemagimltQnon. You didn'r ewn 

rnake rhese machines; thur shinyjinish is for cusromen. mt cmftsrnen, 

iuui controik t h  work by litrle pictures are for chiUren. You are o 

child yourserf. a child and a horror, und I wuid ten rimes rmher be 

subjecr to your muchinery thun m e r  of ir. 

Aloud she said: 

"Never confuse the weapon and the arm," and taking the candle, 

she went away and left him in the dark. (73-74) 

In this way Russ illustrates the complex morality of employing technology: that 

one must understand the workings and makings of the tools one uses. otherwise one 

canna completely understand the effect one will have on the world. Alyx prefen to 

contrul her own destiny; she will not rehquish control to technology or acknowledge 

technicians as her master. This dichim sets the tone of her &on to technology in 

the two stones written after "The Barbarian" and moves Russ farther away from 

adventure fantasy and closer to the more mphisticated science fiction produced by her 
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others in the very late 1960's. 

Russ's story 'The S a d  Inquisitionw (1970) is a depamire h m  the earlier 

works she produced which incorporated aspects of both adventure fantasy and science 

fiction. 'The Second Inquisitionn focusses on the fnistration experienced by a sixteen- 

year-old girl comllig to grips with her feMniniy and the stif3ing gender roles which 

Delany associates with "America in the summer of 1925" (xix). The main character, 

Bess, livw with her parents and a boarder, referred to only as "the visitor. " ûver the 

course of the surnmer Bess smggles to develop for herself a code of behaviour, but 

she is tom between the glarnour of New York high Society and the rebeuious 

independence which is growing in her. The visitor semes as a kind of mentor. 

guiding Bess towards individuality and mocking the w m p l a m c y  of what could be 

called "the Arnerican Way": social mixers, going out. sasonal hemlines, indenturd 

drudgery, demure wifely obedience, the prejudiced convention that a man is iotd of 

his domain, and the condescension that "father hows b e a u  

Bess admires the uniqueness of the visitor, extolling her gram and self- 

possession while k i n g  mazed by her height and the effect the visitor's physkal s k  

has upon her Mer. Bess is enchanted by the suggestion of masculine power in the 

vintor's bearing. Her awesome presence and enigmatic composure inspire Bess's 

confidence and admiration: 

When she got up and went in to the kitchen with the gracefulness of a 

stork, for somethhg to eat. she was almost too tail for the doorways; 

she went on legs like a spider's. with long swinging arms and a littie 
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body in the rniddle, the strange proportions of the very tall. She looked 

dom at my mother's dishes h m  a great, gentle, height, remarkably 

absorbe& and asking me a few odd questions, she would bend down 

over whatever she was going to eat, meditate on it for a few moments 

like a giraffe, and then straightening up back into the stratosphere, she 

would pick up the plate in one thin hand, curling mund it fingers like 

legs, and go back gracefùlly into the living m m .  She would lower 

herself in to the chair that was always W, small, curl her legs arowd it, 

becorne dissatisfied. settle herself, smch them out again-1 remember 

so well those long, hard, unladylike legs-and begin again to r d .  

(233-34) 

Bess is fascinated by the way the visitor consumes books over the summer. 

sitting in the tiny chair devouring them like a spider in a corner draining the essence 

h m  its prey. The visitor is described in terms which are both masculine and 0th- 

worldly. Her detachment and pensive air draw Bess to her, making her seem exotic 

and alim. This impression is r e i n f d  for Bess by the circumstmces of the visiter's 

presence and its effects on her family. Bess descnbes the basic reaction of her f d y :  

My mother, w b  disliked her, said she was h m  the circus and we 

ought to try to understand and be kind. My father made jokes. He did 

not like big women or short hair-which was stiii new in places WEe 

oun-or women who read, although she was interested in his carpentry 

and he Iiked that. (234) 
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Not only dœs Bess's father disappn>ve of the visiter's physical appearance and 

uitellectual habits but he also scoms her smoking habit. What more attractive role 

mode1 muld there be for a sixteen-year-old giri trying to gain her independence than 

the object of her parents' didain? Ha admiration for the visitor increases directly in 

proportion to her father's discomfiture in her presence. Bess uses this kemel of 

rebellion to support her fantasies about the visitm and thereby to reinforce her own 

theories of womanhood and independence. She &gins to develop fantasies around the 

strange boarder. 

Russ has not completely discarded the conventions of fantasy Merature in this 

story; she uses them to include science fiction as a means of i n m i n g  the plausibility 

of Bess's fantasies regarding the visitm. The reader is completely aware that the 

visitor is grounded in reality: an unusual and lonely woman, ridiculed and excludeci by 

"plite society." Bess's fantasies border on the impossible; they project her own 

desires and ideals on the visitor. Bess imagines that the visitor is her own 

granddaughter and that she has corne h m  the future, using time travel. on a mission 

to rwcue Bess. This premise pennits Russ to include science fiction without iengthy 

explanations and technical descriptions, in much the same style as H. G. Wells. the 

author most adrnired by Bess. Bess's fantases are plausible because she can identifj 

the visitor with scenes and characters h m  Wells's novel nie ( Machine 895). 

In his introduction to H.. Cr. W w .  The War of the: 

(1968), Isaac Asimov identifies Wells as a founding father of science fiction. 

He prefers Wells's writing to the earlier writing of Jules Verne because: 
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Welis, by disposhg of his gadgetry quickly, with a slash of fantilsy 

reduced to plausibility, had much m m  left over to deal with human 

beings. He saw in science fiction not prirnarily the iale of the advance 

of science, but rather the reaction of human beings to that advance of 

science. (16) 

This sentiment would no doubt be supported by Russ, whose earlier story, 

"The Barbarian," focusses on the ethical responsibilities demanded by the advance of 

technology and science. Russ hearkens back to The Tim&khîm as an homage to 

Welis's dedication to issues of the human condition. Asimov applauds Wells's 

technologid arnbiguity as a means to focus on hurnanism, morality, and hurnan 

development: 

we have the opportunity to wonder how it was the Eloi and the 

Morlocks developed; what made them what they are; whether perhaps it 

is better to be one or the other. Most interestingly, we might be led to 

consider whether a life of ease leads to a kind of vegetable degradation; 

whether to eat of the lotus is to becorne a lotus; and whettier scientific 

advance must lead inevitably in that direction. (17) 

In me T m ,  the premise of reaching another world is simplified and 

detechnologized by the concept of time travel. Wells has the Time Traveiler consmict 

a machine which travels dong the dimension of time as simply as we would travel 

dom a road. There are no complicated concepts of fantastic physics or fabricated 

technical jargon regafding the "space-time continuumw which have become so popular 
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in ment years; Wells states that the machine oin travel through time. so it does. Its 

description is ambiguous, almost mysterïous, and in al1 cases incomplete: "Parts were 

of nickel, parts of ivory, parts had certainly b e n  fileci from rock crystal" (32) and 

'squat, ugly. and askew; a thing of brass, ebony, ivory, and mslucent glirnmering 

quartz" (96). The other aspects of its construction i n d i c .  a " saddle" (37). "little 

levers that would set it in motion" (42). and dials with hands like a watch representing 

the passage of years dong with the mention of rails and bars: the entire machine 

disappean in a 'whirling mass of black and brass' (97) which seems like nothing 

more than a dustdevil. Wells's description, or rather lack of one. is amorphous 

enough not to strain the reader's credulity and thereby allows one to focus one's 

attention on the humanistic aspects of his writing. 

The Time Traveller anives ui a future where man has evolved beyond his 

current state of physiology and wciology. He enwunters two separate types of 

creature. descendants of the h u m  race. The fint are the moi. who arrive to greet 

him shortly after his appearance in the future. He describes the fint creature to meet 

him: 

He was a slight creature-perhaps four feet high-clad in a purple tunic, 

girdled at the waist with a leather belt. Sandals or buskins--1 could not 

distinguish which-were on his feet; his legs were bare to the laiees, and 

his head was bue. . . . He struck me as king  a very beautiful and 

gracefbl creature, but indescribably fiaii. His flushed face remindeci me 

of the more beautiful kind of consumptive-that hectic beauty of which 
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we used to hear so much. (41-42) 

Upon closer observation. the Time Traveller describes the Eloi in fuller detail: 

Their hair, which was unifody curiy, came to a sharp end at the neck 

and cheek; there was not the faintest suggestion of it on the face. and 

their ears were singuiarly minute. Their mouths were small, with 

bright red, rather thin lips, and the little clins ran to a point. The eyes 

were large and mild . . . . (42-43) 

Wells's descriptions present a singulariy ferninine portrait of the childlike Eloi 

which is reinforced by the behaviour of the Time Traveller's sidekick cum sweetheart, 

Weena. As Wells's vision of womankind in the future, Weena would be a grave 

disappointment to Russ. The Tirne Traveller is enchanted with her seemingly idyllic 

pemnality (or lack of sarne): 

by merely seeming fond of me, and showing in her weak, futile way 

that she car& for me the Little do11 of a mature presently gave my 

retum to the neighbourhood of the White Sphinx almost the feeling of 

coming home; and I would watch for her tiny figure of white and gold 

as soon as I came over the hill. (59) 

Weena is utter1y devoted to the Time Traveller, a living do11 of sorts: she 

fusses over him, she defers to him, she attends his every move, she is the perfect 

love-slave. The Eloi inhabit the ruins of a once de!cadent and sophisticated world, 

where there once was technologid luxury and inte11ectuai cfeativity there remains 

only pastoral ease. However, the Time Traveller is confronted with the other side of 
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the evolutionary coin soon after meeting Weena. Mile examinhg a dark, devrted 

building he blunden into a Morlock 

My impression of it is, of course, imperfect; but I how it was a dull 

white, and had strange greyish-red eyes; also that there was &en hair 

on its head and down its back. But, as 1 say, it went too fast for me to 

see distinctly. 1 cannot even say whether it ran on a-fours. or only 

with its forearms held very low. (61) 

He follows it to a shaft descending into the Earth and, strilang a match. 

watches as it retreats swiNy h m  view: 

looking down, I saw a small, white, moving cfeature. with large bnght 

eyes which regarded me steadfastly as it retreated. It made me 

shudder. It was so like a human spider! (6 1) 

The Morlocks are the subterranean caretakers of the world. They maintain the 

technology which provides the Eloi with their pastoral and idyllic lifestyle. at a price. 

The Eloi provide the Morlocks with meat; they are, for dl intents and purposes. 

livestock. Wells's cautionary tale of our possible future contains a problernatic moral 

dilemma: whether it is better to serve or be served (pun intended). It warns of the 

possible consequences of complacency in a society whose leisure is purchased by the 

sweat of otbers less fortunate. 

Russ builds on Wells's rhetoric and concludes that it is not enough to rebel 

against lethargy and complacency, but that one must recognize one's own limitations 

in the process and work towards achievable goals. She argues that it is not enough 
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merely to wail and rage agauist the injustices of patriarchal society. we must oppose 

prejudices daily and male the attempt to improve society as a whole. This is as 

important a characteristic of science fiction in Russ's eyes as any other and she 

incorporates this moral stniggle in "The Second Inquisition." 

One evenùig, while passing the visitor's m m .  Bess imagines having a 

conversation with her about The. Machine. ber fantasy, noticing a copy of 

nie on the visiter's bed. Bess asks the visiter whether she would prefer 

to be a Morlock or an Eloi. Bess associates the Morlocks, as Russ herself would, 

with rebellion, dissatisfaction. and revenge. In her fantaiy, the visitor answen: "1 am 

a Morlock, I am a Morlock on vacation. . . . There are Mf  a thousand Morlocks 

and we rule the worlds" (240-41). The connection between the visitor and the 

Morlocks is enhanced by Bess's impression of the visitor in cornparison with the 

Morlock encountered by the Time Traveller: their lanky, spidery bodies. 

In obvious contrast to the visiter, Bess's parents occupy the role of Eloi. Their 

respectable. ordered lives offer Bess the same bland, dernu=, conventional oblivion 

enjoyed by Wells's Eioi. kss's disdain for her parents leads her, at the visitor's 

prompting, to read The, a bcmk which her parents have prohibited her from 

reading, and which may refer to the book written by Grace Metalious 

and published in 1956: a scandalous story expoMg the hypocrisy of suburban 

promimiity and degeneracy in "apple-pie" America. The lifestyle depicted in 

Green qrepresents  the American dream, EO to speak-a life of decadence, excess, 

and scandal. It happens also to be the hypocritical desire of Bess's parents, who 
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purchasai and read the book but prohibiteci her from reading it because they were 

scandali7Prl by it, perhaps it too closely mimred the petty randals of rheir own 

Bess believes that SOÇiety life is a means to escape the restrictions of her family 

but she is haunted by a sense of responsibility, characîerized in the pensive, analytical 

pemnality of the visitor, which invades her dreams: 

Unfortunately Our guest's face kept recurring in my drem, and because 

1 could not make out whether she was amused or bitter or very much of 

both. it really spiled everything. (236) 

The visitor functions as a conscience in Bess's imaginings, preventing her h m  

embracing the luxurious and decadent lifestyle of romantic fiction and New York 

society which could be characterized as the Eloi ideal, a life without concems. or 

responsibilities. T m  behveen the extremes of rebeiiion and complacency. Ekss 

continues to build on the fantasy she has constnrcted around the visitor in an attempt 

to reconcile her emotions and her reason. She fabricates a complicated intrigue 

involving the visitor as a renegade Morlock agent whose mission is to warn Bess of 

the impending Morlock invasion and to sabotage their plans for global domination and 

destruction. 

Bess creates a scenario in which the visitor is an unwilling member of the 

Morlocks, better hown as the Trans-Temporal Military Authonty, who are opposed 

to the p~ciples  of social dominance embodied by the Eloi. The Morlocks h o p  to 

destroy the Eloi way of life through sabotage and destruction. Bess imagines that the 
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vititor has corne back in time somehow to change the course of history, periiaps to 

prevent the development of a rniquided social institution dedicated to underminhg the 

"haves" in sdety. The other Rbels condemn the visitor because she is jmpardishg 

the rebellion; they see her pacifism as treasonous and condemn her attempts io educate 

B a s  as "dilettantism" (261). 

The Morlocks corner the visitor in Bess's living room and a debate and 

altercation ensue. After kiliing one of the rebels, the visitor is m t e d ,  for neason. 

The leader of the rebels castigates her: 

"We are at war; Trans-Temp is at our heels; do you think we have time 

for dilettantism? You presume on king that woman's granddaughter! 

We are fighting for the freedom of fifty billions of people. not for your 

scribbles! " (26 1 ) 

Identifid as the founder of the Tram-Temporal Military Authonty. Bess 

realizes that she could be responsible for the destruction of the world. Her 

directionless rebeliion against society could set in motion a chah of events which 

might ultimately lead to self-perpetuating violence between social groups. al1 of it self- 

defeating . 
This schism in the Trans-Temporal Military Authority represents the 

differences in policy and conviction held by the women's movernent and what was 

called the New Lefi or Radical feminism. Russ tries to encourage identification with 

ferninist groups iike N. O. W. and WEAL through her portrayal of the visitor. Her 

tolerance and patience for Bess are symbolic of the patient lobbying and long-term 
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legislative goals of the Women's Movement towafds the education of wornen and the 

recognition of equai human rights. The violent, subversive attitude of the Morlocks 

represents the dedication of the New Lefi to &fion, subversion, demonstratims, 

and political action: phciples which may only serve to perpehiate conflict. Bess 

realizes that her adolescent rebellion is selfish, misdhcted, and impotent-she 

collapses. 

Bess's cuIIapse is identifiai as anemia, and she recovers shortly after the visitor 

leaves. As she tries on shoes for the corning schooi year, Bess has another 

"conversationn with the visitor in her bedroom. She sees the visitor in the minor on 

her own closet door. The visiter is evidently some aspect of Bess herseif, most likely 

a feminist dissatisfaction with the doii-Iike role cast for her by a male society. The 

visitor is unable to manifest herself through the rnirror and join Bess in the real world. 

She dœs however show Bess some drawings which illustrate Russ's evaluation of the 

state of femuiist politics. The first depicts an moi, tepresenting the male hierarchy, 

revelling in the excesses of a technological world. The second depicts the visitor, 

representing Bess as a mature woman, holding a mubled world in her hand suggesting 

the responsibility Bess must accept for the state of the world and its fàte. The last 

depicts a tiny world full of Morlocks, representing feminists, foiIowed by another 

srnalier world, and another s d e r  world. This last drawing illustrates the fear Russ 

has that feminism will continue to fragment untii it loses al1 penpective of itself and 

any power to efféct change. 

Bess cornes to the conclusion that rebeIlion, while justified, may not be the 
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best solution to her problems-instead, it may ampli& them. She desper;ttely wmts 

assistance and in bittemess and loneliness thinks to her~elf, 

If 1 could not have a protector, 1 wanted a rnonster, a mutation. a 

horror, a murdemus disease. anything! anythuig at al1 to accompany me 

downstaïrs so that I would mt have to go dom alone. 

Noîhing came. Nothing good, nothing bad. 1 heard the 

lawnmower going on. 1 would have to f m  by myself my father's red 

face, his hart disease, his temper. his nasty insistencies. I would have 

to face my mother's sick srnile, looking up h m  the flowerbed she was 

weeding, always on her knees somehow, saying before she was ever 

asked, "Oh the poor woman. Oh the poor woman." 

And quite alme. 

No more stories. (265) 

Bess ends the story accepting that she must cope with her own probiems and 

that she c a ~ o t  defer them with adolescent fantasies of rebellion and imrnediate 

change. Her father's tyranny and her mother's self-abnegation compel Bess to strive 

for change on a &y-today basis, with the reahtion that it will be a gradual, 

prdonged procers to reverse the tmid of patriarchai Society. 

Russ has introâuced ber science fiction in a setting which identifies it as a 

solution-seeking genre, dedicated not merely to the identification and analysis of social 

injustice but aiso to the carefui consideration and development of viable solutions. 

Asimov said of Wells's fiction that "his was the first ckar realizaticm of science 
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fiction as a way of delineating the response of man to plausibly depictecl advances in 

science and technology" (22). Russ goes a step M e r  and addresses the p e ~ n a l  

issues which stem h m  the proposais of writers Wre Weiis. Her inclusion and 

extraplation of social themes first produced by H. G .  Weils, the founder of humanist 

science fiction, ties her work to a recognizeû and appreciated body of work, lending it 

viability. Russ does not rely solely on this association, for she saives to buiid on it 

and dwelop it into a more sophisticated genre representing the interests of women 

alongside those of men. Her progression h m  adventure fanîasy to science fiction 

allows us to rnake a smooth transition h m  the impossible to the plausible, from a 

literature of fairy tales and dreams to a literature of aspirations and goals. 



Chpter Two 

This is no Picnic! 

. . Written in 1968, P d  is Joanna Russ's fint "foray" into pure 

* * . . 
science fiction. The on 

(1988) defines a foray as both "a hostile or predatory incursionw and "the advance 

guard of an m y "  (785). As a feminia entering a male-dominated field of literature, 

Russ muld be identified as an invader, especially when one considen her repuration 

for subverting oppressive trends in literaîure. a reptation earned through her earlier, 

fmtasy-based fiction. Besides criticking the existing sexual hierarchy of science 

fiction, Russ proposes intelligent alternatives to the sexist conventions that she 

perceives in its mainstream, establishing a beach-head for those who wili follow her 

lead and build upon the feminisrn she introduces into science fiction. 

. . 
The basic plot of =on P h  is that of a pilgrimage and a rescue, the 

prernise king that the irmiically-med planet Paradise has ceased to be a pleasmt 

place and the tourists trapped on it must be rescued before wrporate authorities 

destroy hem in their bid to control this lucrative site. Alyx has been enlisted as a 

guide under the authority of Trans-Temp, a time-travelling archiaeological society 

which enjoys the reputation of a secret government agency. She is responsible for 

leading the tourists from their present location to a safe point for evacuation. Russ 

uses the concept of a war fought solely for economic gain, with little or no regard for 

the consequemes to innocent bystanders or non-participants, as a pladorm from which 
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to discuss the views of feminists in the anti-war movement, such as Dagrnar Wilson 

and Coretta Scott King in the early 1960's. and later activists like Shulamith Firestone 

who were specifidy concemed with the Vietnam war. 

in an internew with Donna Perry conducted in 1991 Russ identified thrce 

stages of authorship in science fiction: "The fint is inventing things. . . . The second 

is what [Isaac] Asimov does with his robot stories, where you constnict a plausible 

society for this to happen in. And the third stage is where you use it for some other 

purpose" (Perry 298). Russ is a third-stage witer because she uses science fiction as 

a medium to convey her ferninist message to readers: she is not satisfied to produce 

science fiction for its own sake; she has a mord agenda. Science fiction provides, for 

writers like Russ. a plaâorm for issues and discussion which rnight be neglcaed in 

conventional fiction--controversial, unprecedented or unsubstanhated theories and 

ideologies-in that it permits her the freedom to exnaplate k m  existing social trends 

and to speculatc about their future possibilities. Russ's essay "What can a Heroine 

do? or Why Women Can't Write" (1972). gives us insight into this area. RUS is 

offended by the limits imposed on literature by the pedantry of established literary 

models: 

The lack of worhble myths in literature, of acceptable dramatizations 

of what our experience means, harms much more than art itself. We do 

not only choose or reject works of art on the basis of these myths; we 

interpret our own experience in tems of them. Wone still, we aaually 

perceive what happens to us in the mythic terms our culture provides. (16) 
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fiterature not only reflects socid morality. it aiso imposes morality on our 

actions and shapes our perception of oursclves. Stagnant ideas perpetuate themselves 

because we continue to live our iives and establish our mords and beliefs using 

prejudiced concepts and themes h m  canonid patriarchal literature. Russ's writing 

actively opposes these themes and presents the reader with options other than the 

repetitive dogrna of priviieged, patriarchal literary traditions. 

Delany agrees with Rus about the fiawed morality of Western Literahire. He 

is particularly concerned with the application of traditional approaches of literary 

analysis and criticism to burgeoning genres such as science fiction. Delany fears that 

social and moral criticism will be suppressed by forcing science fiction into a 

traditionai mouid: 

What we ri*--what any criticai analysis of science fiction risks-is 

lumbenng science fiction with ail literature' s traditional mystifications. 

prejudices. pretensions, ignorances. and, finally, ideological rigidities. 

These . . . are not accidental ignorances in an enterprise thaî is 

otherwise an accumulation of "right knowledgew over an indefinite 

period: they are histoncally determined and are a response to Western 

history, through which the "development of literaturew is only a single 

strand. And these rigidities, intolerances, pretensions, prejudices, and 

mystifications are sufficiently (if not necessarily) prorribed by the 

litemy mode1 itself. ('Orden" 101) 

Delany argues that there is no necessity to reinforce the dominant ideas of 
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patriarchal literanire thmgh cri ticisrn because literature itsel f will presen t those 

opinions. We must therefore focus our efforts on the development and presentation of 

new ideas and concepts in literature. Criticism of that new fiterature must corne from 

an ideological position appropriate to it; we cannot continue to measure riaice fiction 

against a amventional literary yardstick. 

Russ's strongest objections are against the perpetuation of patriarchal gender 

roles in fiterature and the superficial and deficient female literary role models which 

occur as a consequence of critical condescension and literary tokenism. She identifies 

traditional gender roles as king particularly desîructive: 

Our mitions, our books. Our morals, our m e r s ,  our Nms, our 

econornic organization, everything we have inherited, tells us that to be 

a Man one must bend Nature to one's will-or other men. This means 

ecologid catastrophe in the first instance and wa. in the second. TO 

be a Woman, one must be first and foremost a mother and after that a 

server of Men; this means overpopulation and the perpetuation of the 

first two disastem. ("Heroine" 20) 

Russ's most effective tools in her efforts to counteract the censorship and 

suppression of ferninisrn in literature are irony and satire. In this chapter, I will 

* .  examine her use of irony and s a t i ~  in ncnic as tmls subverting 

chauvinistic tropes in science fiction and promoting feminism in its stead. 

In a short survey of Russ's works, Marilyn J. Holt explains the d e  science 

fiction füls in Russ's writing: 
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Russ must mate and rexreate the myths that ernbody the women of our 

culture. She uses the conventions of science fiction to juxtapose the 

"real" world to her alternatives. Then, through examination or 

exaggeration of an aspect of the "du world, she bends that world to 

form another. contrasting world view. ("Joanna" 484) 

Holt's explanation designates science fiction as the ideal platform for the 

transformation of literary values. Her description of Russ's tactics ooncurs with 

Nancy A. Walker's feminist agenda for employing irony and satire against the 

. * dominant male paradigms of literature. In her book, 

C- Novel t,? W- (1990). Walker encourages the use of 

h y  as a method for feminists to carve a niche for thernselves in the edifice of 

existing literature and criticism. She categorizes feminist writing into two groups: 

One group includes challenges to rnaledominated language. either by 

appropriating male discourse for women's purpose or by altering it or 

subverting it. The second group of approaches is composai of those 

that emphaùze women ' s exclusion h m  language-their silence. 

Writers who challenge the dominant dimurse typically do so by 

employing some fom of Yony, whereas those who stress women's 

position outnde that discourse are more apt to use fantasy as a 

concorni tant narrative sûategy . (44) 

Russ is unquestionably an example of Walker's first gmup of writen. Her 

scepticism and irreverence for male stereotypes are exernplified in the first paragraph 
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of on P e ,  Alyx's departure from adventure fantasy and her introduction to 

both the "modem world" and to science-fiction readers: 

She was a soft-spoken, dark-haired, srnall-boned woman, not even 

coming up to their shoulders. . . . The young lieutenant, who was two 

meters and a third tall, or some three heads more than herself, very 

handsome and ebony skimed, said T m  sorry, ma'am, but 1 cannot 

believe you're the proper Trans-Temporal Agent; I thuik-" and he 

finished his thought on the floor, his head under one of his ankles and 

this dight young wornan . . . somehow holding him down in a position 

he could not get out of without hureing himself to excmciation. (1-2) 

Alyx is hardly typical of "sofl spoken" or "srnall bonedw women. That is, she 

does not fit any conventional stereotypes; she is not weak, timid, dependent, 

vulnerable, or docile. Her aggressive domination of the Lieutenant (who is an obvious 

representative of the Vietnam era stereotype of the patronking military muscle-head 

who looks good in a uniform but is not usefd for much else) places the reader 

immediately in the arena of sexual politics. By asserting Alyx's authonty in this 

situation, Russ stem criticism towards the d e s  thnist upon women by excluding 

hem h m  the draft and active military service. Women filled roles as administrative 

s-, communications and logistical personnel, entertainment organizers (WSO), and 

medical staff but were denied any combat role. While R u s  is strongly anti-war she 

does recognlle that there are women who would be willing and proud to serve in a 

rnilitary capacity and she defends their right to equal opportunity and tmatment in the 
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military, she wndemns the concept that women are qualified only to serve in 

nurturing and organizational duties. The conventiond rnilitary professions occupied 

by women-nurwig, sexetarial duties, logistical and wmmunications positions-as 

well as those at home-supporthg and numiring the emotioual health of their 

husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers in combat-are Ixjected by Alyx, who prefers to 

handle her own affairs and, if necessary, fight her own battles. 

Russ has reversai the characteristic gender d e s  and has tumed a d e  

stereotype to the advantage of feminism by employing humour to disarm the implied 

sexual bias in the lieutenant's assumption of authority. Walker rerninds us that "irony 

is a way of negating the truth or validity of a received tradition and pointing to its 

incongruity or absurdityn (22). and the humour of this scene is almost siapstick in its 

irony. When Alyx's authority is challenged by this overconfident young officer she 

cuts him down to size as effective1 y as any drill sergemt. After humiliating the 

lieutenant. she is forced to assume the psition of the alpha male in the lirnited sochl 

hierarchy of the novel: leader by "virtue" of physical prowess. Alyx effortlessly 

restrains this gigantic man and controis him completely. He is utterly helpless and 

may rise only when Alyx chooses to release him. 

Russ's use of irony to convey her message results in a comedic writing style 

with a sharp moral edge. She wmpels the d e r  to wnsider the validity of her 

target's idedogical position: to search out the fiaws in the moral righteouness of 

conventional science-fiction traditions. Walker's study of the use of irony in women's 

writing concludes that humour is a powerfid and invaluable tool: 
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The initial dep in negating the hegemony of oppressive language is to 

question its authonty by making fun of it. Pointing to the absurdity of 

the official lmguage of a culture is a m e h d  used commonly by 

members of oppressecl groups; humour negates the power of hegemonic 

dismurse quite h p l y  by refusing to take that power seriously. (44) 

1 disagree with Walker's comment that an ironic writer dœs  not, or should 

not, take the power of an oppressive dixourse seriously, that it may be reduced to 

ignominy simply by ridicule. A full understanding of the psychology and power 

structure supportkg a dominant paradigm must exist for the writer to produce 

sophisticateù and humorous irony. Mere ridicule seems afrimonious and lacks the 

intellectual or moral consideration adequately to support any serious attempt to 

dismantle traditional stereotypes, regardless of their absurdity. Walker is however 

correct in her assertion that humour is the most powerfd offensive tooi at the disposal 

of feminists. Russ's understanding of the ubiquitous pemeation of gender 

stereotyping in culture, its role in everything h m  econornics and religion to fashion 

and the entertainment media, makes her an especially effective critic and a profound 

humons. That is why she induiges in an over-the-top parody of ail that is masculine 

and "heroic" in science fiction by creating a " fdess"  leader who is undeniably 

"femùiine" and occasionally at odds with herself. 

We recall that Russ originally presentd Alyx as a cunning , independent. 

sword-wielding fende counterpoint to the male characten of the sword-and-sorcery 

genre, exposing the defecîs in the adolescent male sensibilities of adventure fmtasy 
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ihrough Alyx's competent mastery of male society and her confident, independent 

sexuality . Russ brings Alyx into science fiction to demonstrate that. as science fiction 

has dweloped from fantasy and grown more sophisticated, Alyx has also becorne a 

more sophisticated and emotionally profound chamcter. Russ's feminism and her 

presentation of that kminism through her writing are also becoming more cornplex 

and intricate at this point in her olreer. She chooses the theme of a pilgnmage cum 

escape across Paradise because of its group dynamic and its purpose as a personal 

joumey for contemplation and introspection. This pennits Russ more easily to 

develop Alyx's character through a varieîy of interpersonal conflicts. 

To avoid capture on Paradise, and possibly being used either as hostages or 

executed, the travellers are prohibited from possesshg any modem elecaonic or 

technological equipment which might register on an electrornagnetic satellite 

surveillance system which orbits the planet. Alyx is chosen to lead the tounsts to 

safety because as a rendent of ancient Tyre (as we just now discover) she is 

considered ignorant of modem technolog y: 

"Sheer ignorance," she repeated. "The most valuable cornmodity of ail. 

Me. No familarity with mechanid aansportation or the 

w h a t c ~ t s .  Stupid. Can't read. Used to walking. Never used 

a compas in my life. Right?' (le 1 1) 

Because she is unfamüiar with technology, her handlen believe that Alyx will 

be better qualifiai to survive on Paradise than the people of the future whom she is 

guiding . Without modem conveniences, they will be disoriented and disdvantaged. 
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Sirnilarly. Russ has a greater chance of success delivering her feminist message to 

readers if she dœs not use the familiar, masculine devices of science fiction in this 

novel . Russ' s fiction, like Wells' s fiction before her, rejects technological ûappings 

in favour of psychological and moral exploration in science fiction. She writes in 

defiance of Gemsbackian rience fiction, the space opera: rience fiction which canies 

on the sexist traditions of fàntasy with technology as a wver for its literary weakness. 

This style of wniting, often attributed first to the editor Hugo Gernsback, did much to 

undermine the legitimacy of science fiction as a Litemy genre by stifling its social 

development with technological fluff and adolescent pomography. 

Through self-reliance Russ and Alyx have a greater chance of success. Russ 

points out the humour in the situation-the irony of ignorance as a desirable 

qualification: R u s '  s in ten tional ignorance of science-fiction traditions and Al yx ' s 

ignorance of Paradise. As Alyx prepares to leave the orientation base, leading the 

tourists across a snow-bound planet to safety, she makes a dimvery which dismays 

the lieutenant and undermines our confidence in her skills: "By Gd! . . . 1 don't 

believe I've ever seen snow before" (1 1). Russ chooses what may be an inappropriate 

literary vehicle for her feminist message, but remains determined to s u c d  in spite 

of the sometimes moral weaknesses of her adopted genre. It is ironic that Alyx rnay 

succeed in spite of her ignorance and the odds against her, just as Russ succeeds as an 

author of science fiction without bowing to the Gemsbackian traditions of the genre. 

Alyx is faced with the rcsponsibility of guiding eight other people across an 

expanse of wildemess without technical support, a feaî we would be hard pressed to 
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accomplish today. Although she is directed to escori these people, she does not 

"lead" them-she goads them. she bullies them, she bats and prods them. and she 

insults them as well as the Society which they represent. Her approach to the task is 

that of a chore she must do because no one else will, and she constantly reinforces her 

role as "leader" thrwgh intimidation. Alyx seems to be a merciless Amazon, a bitch- 

queen with no empathy or mercy or heart: a stereotype bomwed from innumerable 

fantasy and science-fiction stories. Sarah Lefanu describes the male perception of the 

. . 
bitchqueen in her book, ln,&e of the W o W  8r 

(1988). She speculates that male readers fear women in a leadership role and 

that male authors foster this prejudice: 

For many male writen of science fiction Arnazons serve as symbol of 

ali that is most feared and loathed as Other, the castrating mother 

wreaking vengeance for her condition on her male ofispring. She must 

be denied through death. or forced into submission to a maledominated 

heterosexual practice which then becornes the nom. . . . Arnazons must 

be punished, nominally perhaps for their presumption in wuming 

" malew characteristics. such as strength, agency , power, but essentidl y 

for their dedaration of Othemess. (33) 

Russ's version of feminism in science fiction has put her in the position of 

"Other" time and again and. predictably, she has ken marginalized and criticised by 

the literary comrnunity. Alyx faces the same prejudices and biases when she accepts 

the responsibility for leading the tourists across Paradise to safety. As a woman. her 
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authority is cfiallenged constantly by men, and her position is denied or envieci by 

women. Alyx reacts by becorhg increasingly tyrannical and abusive. ignoring the 

personal needs of her charges. 

The tourists represent a bmad range of social stereotypes, and Russ surrounds 

them with ironic syrnbolism. There are four women and four mm, not including 

Alyx. Iris, a flamboyant and îrendy young woman, and ha unackmwledged motber 

Maudey are members of the socially priviieged and dite; Alyx is criticized for her 

gauche mention of such an embarrassingly intirnate relationship. The two other 

women are nuns, memben of a Buddhist sect, whose passive approach to crisis 

undermines Alyx's authoriîy at decisive points during the journey. Gavrily is the 

oldest man in the group, a useless bureaumt whose only power rests in political 

influence. Raydos is an artist specialiring in archaic styles and forms; he prefers, 

pretentiously. to Wear contact lenses rather than have comtive eye surgery. Alyx's 

greatest antagonist is Gunnar, an amateur explorer and heroic dramatist (Marlon 

Perkins meets " Lost in Space" a particularl y Gemsbeckian character) w ho consistently 

attempts to undermine Alyx's authority by assuming leadership via popularity. The 

last man is Machine, a "bald young inexistentid rebel" (7) who is held in contempt by 

the others for his refusal to participate in or even to respond to their social order. He 

becornes Alyx's lover because he shares her critical view of this society . 

It is perhaps not unexpected that this group decides early in the joumey to 

replace Alyx as leader with somme less aggressive and dernanding. Afier the fint 

aftemoon's march they spring their decision (reached demmticaily, of course) on 
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Alyx. The tounsts propose that stops be made more frequently, that they take a 

shorter and more direct route, that they stop for photo oppomullties at scenic areas, 

and that Gunnar should be in charge of the expedition. Alyx is infuriated by their 

complaœncy and ignorance, and reprimands them for th& stupidity and short- 

sig htedness: 

She was prepared to blast their ears off, to tell them just what she 

thought of them. She was shaking all over. She began in her own 

language, however, and had to switch clumsily to theirs, trying to 

impress upon hem things for which she could not find words, things 

for which she did not believe the language had words at dl: that she 

was in charge of them, that this was not a pleasure Party. that they 

might die, that it  was her job to be responsible for them. and that 

whower led them, or how, or why, or in what way, was none of their 

business. She kept saying over and over that it was none of their 

business. (2 1) 

Alyx's scolding is met with glib dismissal, rnuch as a child's tantrurn would 

be, and Gunnar tries to console her. Wtien he takes Alyx's hand she reacts by 

attempting a defensive thiow which he counters easily. Gunnar teases her, saying, "1 

know this h d  of thing too, you see" (22). Alyx abruptly shifts her assault and uses 

Gunnar's physical strength against him, subduing him and demoralizing the group by 

humiliating their "champion. ' 

Alyx is at as great a risk of losing the cooperation of her group of travellers by 
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repeatedly bullying ?hem as Russ would be to lose the tolerance of undecided mers  

of feminist science fiction by bludgeoning them with man-bashing role reversais. 

which merely substitute one set of prejudices in favour of another. Aware of this 

potential. Russ appeals to the intellect and reason of her readers to provide support for 

her proposais. Russ is confounded by the cornplacent ignorance, or perhaps the 

tenured audacity, of d e  writen who ignore the emotional and psychological 

requirement for credible female protagonists in science fiction. She cornmenu on the 

dearth of realism in female characterization: "Women in twentiethentury American 

li terature seem pretty much limited to either Devourer/Bitches or MaidedVictims. 

Perhaps male writers have bad consciencesU ('Heroine" 8). So, because male writen 

seem to lack the fapacity accurately to represent women's interests, Russ takes the 

task out of their hands. 

Al yx is prirnarily a critical tool in Russ's fiction; through Alyx, she introduces 

concepts into science fiction which would be problematic as an overall plot or theme. 

As personality traits. Alyx's ideas can be seen as developmental. the accumulation of 

her expenence. These traits reflect Russ's own development as an author and also the 

development of her literary theones and the progressive incorporation of those thmries 

into science fiction. Alyx broke conventional gender roles in Russ's early fantasy 

stories and it is only natural that Aiyx continue to develop as a feminist character, 

paraUe1ling Russ's development as an author. 

Peny asked Russ why each of her works uses a unique literary approach. Russ 

responded that "Most of what's worth saying in fiction mnot be said straight. You 
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have to go around; you have to use al1 your technical resources" (303). Alyx has 

becorne more complicated because the reader should also by now have becurne more 

sophisticated and disceniing. Lroni~ally~ Alyx's faEade of Amazunian toughness masks 

an uncertain and vulnerable wornan who wishes merely to survive. Lefanu sees 

through the tough-guy iàcade erected by Alyx; she describes Alyx as a character with 

a great purpose: "The traditional tropes of sword-and-sorcery . . . are offset by Aiyx's 

strong vein of ratioaalism and scepticism, which makes her a particularly modem 

heroine" (35). Alyx must l e m  to rely on the other party members if she wants to 

achieve success: she must work witb them and ieam to respect their beliefs as well. 

Russ's resourcefulness includes the ability to -ch her feminism in the terms and 

characterization of science fiction, gradually converthg and cieveloping characters, via 

inîrospective passages, out of their emotional adolescence, expanding their 

understanding of social issues and of themselves. 

Russ is disappointed that science fiction writers have not taken greater 

advantage of the creaîive pssibilities existing in the genre, especially the opportunities 

to expand ferninine character development. There remains a focus cm superficial 

social issues and technological advancement. Russ exposes this lack of attention to the 

individual development of human nature in her essay, 'The Image of Women in 

Science Fictionw (1 97 1): 

One would think science fiction the perféct literary mode in which to 

explore (and explode) Our assumptions about 'innate" values and 

"natural" social arrangements, in short Our ideas about Human Nature!, 
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Which Never Changes. . . . But speculation about the innate penonality 

differences between men and women, about farnily stmcture. about sex 

in short about gender roies, does not exist. (80) 

By neglecting issues of gender developrnent, the science-fiction community had 

effectively ignored feminist issues because, despite social programs and 

institutionalized efforts to achieve equality, both in the literary cornmunity of science 

fiction and in society as a whole, little oui be done to change the p m o n d  beliefs of 

readen. The difficulties and vulnerabilities facing writers in gender issues had 

discouraged them h m  addressing these problems. Brian Aldiss sees writers like Russ 

as innovators, rejuvenating a genre which. due to an unforninate tendency towards 

conformity and arrested adolescence in the 1950's, was stagnating and, consequently, 

alienating readers. Russ's attention to social issues--and the emotional involvement of 

her characters in those issues--ph science fiction, once again, in an explorative and 

predictive frame of reference. Russ's writing is essential to this reanimation of the 

genre: 

Science fiction, in other words, has corne back to a rnuch more central 

position in the world of art. The dl-male escapist power fantasy had 

devoured al1 but what we have called the Huxleyan branch, those 

writings which occurred only irregularly as speçific social criticism. 

Science fiction has retunied from the Ghetto of Retarded Boyhood; and, 

to teil the mith, it seems not to have sufiered from its imprkonrnent. 

(Aldiss 306) 
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While Aldiss is highly optimistic regardhg m v e r y  h m  the ill-effects of 

science fiction's stunted adolescence, he is correct to say that science fiction has begun 

to recover and function as integrated social criticism. In the interest of educating 

feaders and presenting moral options, Russ concentrates on the psychological problems 

facing ALyx, bringing feminist issues into clearer focus. 

Alyx's development is complicated by her own conventions and beliefs; she 

must adapt to the world if she expgrts the world to adapt to her. Russ realizes the 

need for a cornplex chamcter to refiect the day--y cornplexities of ferninism and 

moraiity in the mer arena of social interaction. She tries to create scenarios which 

reflect the sophisticated relationships between people and understands that forcing 

someone towards any conclusion will only ensure resistance and intolerance, just as 

the tourists resist Alyx's bullying and tyrannical ranting. 

After beating Gunnar. Alyx is fxed with the r-tion that she cannot Umply 

continue to order her charges around. She muses on the uncertainty of their swival 

and cornes to an important personal conclusion while remembering a poem from her 

own era: 

The refrain of the poem was Whor d l  become of me? which she 

changed to Whar wilZ become of them? until she realized that nothing at 

dl would become of them, for they did not have to understand her. 

B u  1, she thought, will haw ro wtdetstund them. 

And then. . . . wfrm, O God, wtll become of me? (23) 

Alyx and Russ both risk losing Sght of their objectives in the course of their 
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personal muggles to survive against popular beliefs. They mmt adapt to the existing 

social order or risk failm and ultimatdy thtir own demise, as chamcter and author 

rcspcctivcly. Houmer, this d œ s  not mean thcy must abandon th& bekfs, and it is 

difficult for b t h  of them to moderate their beliefs wiîbut denjing their validity. 'Ihe 

most reüable means they have of reinforcing their ideas is to pau those ideas on to 

s o m m e  else. Russ acmmplishes this ttvough her M e s  while Alyx teaches her 

ideas to a pmtege, much as she has in earlier h t a q  stories, with the diff-ce that 

she now gives more consideration to the perçonal interests of her protege. 

Alyx tries to give Iris the support necessar). for Xris to break free of the 

stereo~pes ahich exercise control over her thinking and beblour. Alyx d œ s  not tq 

to educate Iris by instruction, but instead encourages Iris to make her 0a.n decisions 

and act for herself. She tries not to impose her own ideals on Iris; she prefen to let 

Iris develop independentiy. This heuristic approafh to educating Iris reflects Rus's 

heuristic feminisrn and science fiction. In al1 cases, one lems better and more 

important lessons through personai experience than muid be taught in any other 

fûshion. Education by set traditions or conventional methods would only reinforce the 

patriarchal system Russ is criticising and Alyx's delayed reuiIization that she is 

tyrannizing ha charges creates an ironic and introspective highlight to Russ's 

message. 

On the other hand, Walker cautions feminist writers against the use of satire as 

a criticcil tool because "satire . . . is grounded in a fixed moral vision, whereas irony 

is characterized by ambivakncew (23). Walker, however. appears to draw her opinion 
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S .  of satire from her own interpretation of Lülian Funt's 

(1984). Walker quotes Furst's outline of the strategic benefit of irony as a critical 

tool. Furst wrote: 

The less irnmediately abrasive art of irony may ultimately be the more 

disturbing because its upshot is a series of open ends and contradictions. 

It is an inquiring mode that exploits discrepancies, challenges 

assumptions and reflects equivocations, but that does not presume to 

hold out answers. (23) 

Walker goes on to claim that irony is not governed by "rules of right or 

wrong, truth or falsity" (23). However, if we are to gain knowledge and a sense of 

the "inwngruity or absurdity" of a situation or conversation or wncept in literature 

there must be, inherently, an opposition of themes and agendas. Without conflicting 

interests, nght or wrong thinking, in terms of the novel, there can be no contrast to 

support irony. And, while rnorality caonot exin in a vacuum, it is failacious to 

assume that the moral or ethical stance king presented in wntrast to the dominant 

paradigm is the sole or ultimate solution to the prejudices or faüures of that particular 

paradigm. Wahr's suggestion that satire has a "fixed moral vision" (23) makes the 

assumption that it is the author's goal to indoctrinate the reader. A work cm be 

satirical, it can subvert a specious moral code, without replacing it with another. By 

placing alternative moral positions in the context of the existing paradigm, satire 

provides the option for change without the presumption of a perfect solution. Russ 

effectvely avoids the moral agendas which Walker feels plague satire and also 
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maMges to produœ ironic characterization which is emotional and cornplex--hardly 

arnbivalnit from any standpoint. Alyx's struggle to corne to terms wiîb her ideas and 

the desires of the tourists demonstrates sophisticated introspective satire. 

. . 
onupies the moral ground betwem a failing system and the 

promise of change and development. Alyx discovers early on that she cannot 

continue to ignore the interests of the tourists and she struggles to achieve a balance 

behveen king protectorneader and companiodmentor. One of the rnost important 

qualities in Russ's work, acco~ding to Hoit, is her realistic portrayal of Alyx's 

personai interests which lends her fiction credibility. Holt says: 

There is no pretence of objectivity in Russ's novels. Russ includes the 

viewpoint character's perceptions of the environment, and intellectual 

and theoretical interests. But the character's prejudices, limitations, and 

psycholog y--w hat could be called a psychological landscape or 

innerscapeumtrol the story. ("Joanna" 484) 

Holt goes on to explain why Alyx has so much trouble reconciling the 

differences between herseIf and the tourists in the novel. Alyx's view of her position 

in the larger scheme of things is to live for the moment, whereas her charges are 

weighed dom by their perceptions and analyses of losses and gains of material and 

social power. Holt describes th& differing ethics: 

Alyx survives in her world because she lives in the present; only the 

journey itself is important. But those whom Alyx must lead to &&y 

have no concem with their present; most Iack concern and 
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understanding of themselves and their situation. Their subjective 

universes lack morality and order. This contrast provides the major 

tension of the story. ("Joanna" 485) 

Alyx's hstration with the egocentrism and narcissism of her charges, 

characteristics which she has not seen change in 4,000 yean, drives her towards their 

goal because Alyx feels responsibIe for these gigantic "baba in the woods" . The 

group chatters ceaselessly about their interactions, analyhg and unravelling each 

other's motives; how Iris feels about Gunnar, why Machine chooses to ignore their 

society, whether or not the nuns are interacting adequately with the rest of the group. 

and endlessly on in the same way. The lack of interest in their situation and 

circumstances imtates Alyx; she feels it increases their risk of failure and furthemore 

caxmot find a way to reinforce the importance of attention to theû joumey. She is 

limited in her capacity to express herself, making her message all the more difficult to 

pau on. After a particularly trying day-Iris spontaneously singing and jeopardising 

their safety, Gunnar admiring her with his eyes full of love or hero wonhip, Raydos 

tactlessly explaining the behaviour of the othen to her-Alyx seeks some privacy and 

walks ahead of the group. As she muses over the richness of the land they are 

travelling through she gmdually f d s  back to the group, joining up with Machine. 

Alyx asks Machine to clarify mething which has cropped up in her thoughts, a 

vocabulary gap: 

"What's a pre-school conditionhg ~ t o r ? "  

"A teacher, ' said Machine in a surprisingly serene voice, "of 
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very small children. " 

'It came into my mind,' she said, "ail of a sudden, that 1 was a 

pre-school conditioning director. " 

"Well you are, " he said gravely, "aren't you?" 

He seemed to find this f Û ~ y  and laughed on and off. quietly, 

for the test of the aftemoon. She did neither. (49) 

The irony of the sihianon escapes Alyx, but Machine is in tune with it. Alyx, 

leading these eight gigantic adults through the wilderness, is in a position to teach 

them to survive, to rely on one another. and to l e m  respect for one another, but she 

is too mired in her own responsibilities to see the progress they are slowly making, 

both physically and emotionally. For Alyx the journey lies in the progress they must 

rnake, not in the distance they have already covered and in the complications which 

may lie ahead, not in the obstacles they have overcorne. This exchange also reflects 

Russ's objectives as a writer: to effect change without losing perspective of her 

previous accomplishments as Alyx's biases are exposed when she risks losing 

peTspective by king excessively goal orienteci. 

Alyx may not be aware of the impact she is having on her companions, but 

they are g r a d d y  becoming aware of hm importance to the group. Gunw is 

bemming more reliable as Alyx's right hand man, so to speak. Machine is becoming 

more actively involved in the group and takes an interest in the decisions and 

interactions among the othen. More important, Iris is realizing that there is more to 

her existence than the shaiiow role that society offers her. She takes a greater interest 
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in Alyx and strives to becorne more iike her. Russ has demonstrated that there is 

. - 
more to Alyx's position in than merely to undermine the dominant 

paradigm. As Alyx becomes more receptive to her charges, accepting their 

idiosyncracies, she becornes more involved in their personal problems and seeks to 

console and aid hem, as part of her own "famüy," perhaps the only family she has. 

And, as her only family, Alyx must accept them as they aresot excepting her distaste 

for some of their behaviour. 

She realizes that iris is interested in changing and takes her under her wing, 

once again accepting the role as mentor and advisor for a younger woman who wants 

to escape the role society has designateci for her. Russ has pointed out mat: 

The conventional idea that women are second-class people is a hard idea 

to shake; and while it is easy enough to show women doing men's 

work. or active in society, it is in the fmily scenes and the love scenes 

that one must look for the author's real freedorn h m  our most 

destructive prej udices. ("Image" 89) 

Alyx, however, realizes that this change is not easy to make and that 

sometimes one must push the fledgling from the nest to teach it to fly on its own. 

This "mentor program for young feminists" is one of the characteristic aspects of 

Russ's fiction h m  its very beginnings. In the opinion of Thelrna Shinn: 

Russ has taken a m n g ,  feminist stance throughout her career, and 

fepeatedly the fernale champion of sword and sorcery in her works has 

passed on good advice and a strong example to a young female still 
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caught in a subse~ent  or self destructive role. (208) 

nie concept of feminism as a heuristic experienœ for both the teacher and 

student is readily apparent in Russ's work, and Alyx leanis h m  Iris as much as Iris 

learns from Alyx. Russ's writing encourages cooperative feminism where women rely 

on one another, benefitting h m  their shared personal experiences and discussion of 

their cornmon obstacles, d e r  than aying to effm change alone-in effect. 

developing a amsciousness-raising group. J. Caissa Wilmer explains the importance 

of this united effort: 

wuss] also maintains that a feminist work must have at least two 

women working and/or fighting together, or one helping to liberate or 

empower the other. A prevailing theme in Russ's work is the rescue of 

the fernale child-a rescue however, in which the mentor aiso lems 

from the child. (483) 

Iris's empowerment is a gradua1 p m s s  catalyzed by her own mother's death; 

this death is symbolic of the rejection of traditional fernale social roles by women and 

men aiike in the interest of promoting feminism. Maudey was the product of a 

society which deflned women as objects. She conceaied her age through rejuvenating 

dmgs which maintained the iliuSon of youth even though she was over ninety yean 

old. After several days joumey however, Maudey began to have seinires and radical 

mood swings: symptoms of systemic withdrawal h m  her drugs. Alyx tries to lend 

Maudey the emotional and physical support to continue. but Maudey has invested too 

much mergy maintaining her facade to venture outside the context into which society 
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has written her; she is addicted tu her dmgs and her identity depends on convention. 

Ln a siate of delirium brought about by her withdrawal she begins to recite a litany of 

her problems and insecwities, ultimately asociating henelf with a faulty childhood 

toy, a doll which kept repeating itself. It is ironic that Maudey luils henelf into 

cornplacent oblivion repeating the sarne phrase mer and over while Alyx aies to 

reinforce her fes0Ive using the same method: 

"I'm a living doil," Maudey was saying, T m  a living doll, I'm 

a living doli, I'm a Living doll, " interqxrsed with terrible sobs. 

%?y do rell the tnuh, thought Alyx, sometims. "You, " she 

said firmly, "are a woman. A wornan. A woman." 

"I'm a doU! " cried Maudey. 

"You," said Alyx, "are a woman. A woman with dyed hair. A 

silly woman. But a woman. A woman!" 

"No I'm not." said Maudey stubbornly, like an older Iris. 

"Oh, you're a dammd fmlw. . . . (52) 

Maudey 's fear of change prevents her h m  grasping the lifeline that Alyx has 

thrown her; she clings to the security of socially defined behaviour. This scene 

reminds us of Weena's helplessness and fragility in The, and of Russ's 

objection to that particular view of women ' s future for women. In spite of her disdain 

for Maudey's social station and helplessiess, Alyx believes that Maudey could still 

make the transition from the mindless habituated behaviour in which she cumntly 

wallows to king independent and having self-respect. Maudey refuses her help and 
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retreats into denial, unable make the transition. 

Twenty-nine &ys into their joumey, Maudey fdls victirn to a spasm and slips 

over the edge of a cliff, breaking her neck. Alyx feels responsible and consoles Iris, 

who is stricken with grief for the mother she muld wver acknowledge publicly, a 

mother whose passivity and compiacency embarrassed her in much the same way as 

Bess was embarras& by her mother's subservience to her fhther in "The Second 

Inquisition." When the suggestion is made by Machine that Iris be Sedatecl, Alyx 

refuses to permit her sedation and takes responsibility for co11~0Ling her. At first Iris 

denies her mother's death, but she sani begins loolang for a person to blame and 

seules on Alyx. When she suggests that Alyx wanteû Maudey dead to save hemlf the 

trouble of watching over hm, Alyx loses her cool and numinng attitude. Perhaps the 

accusation of wanting to be rid of the apathetic and helpless old wornan sailres her too 

close to the bone. Alyx reacts predictably but witb notable restraint: 

Alyx hit her amss the face. She threw her dom, sat on her, and 

proceedexi to pound at her while the others watched, shocked and 

scandaiid. She took good are  not to hurt her. When Iris had 

stopped, she rubbed snow roughly over the girl's face and hauled her to 

ber feet, "and no more trouble out of you! " she said. (73) 

Alyx is rough with Iris to prevent her h m  slipping into the same hypnotic 

selfdenial and self-pity into which Maudey feu. She realk that Iris must accept her 

mother's death in order to continue. and so she uses force to snap Iris out of her 

negative attitude. As the group continues on their jowney, Alyx quietiy reinforces 
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Iris's memory of Maudey's death and consales her. helping her to support herself 

Alyx is undermined by the group again when, as she sleeps, one of the nuns 

gives Iris a psychedelic drug to alleviate her emotional suffering. Alyx reacu 

fbriously, considers murdering the nuns for their damnable interference. but instead 

continues to support and govern the inîoxicated Iris, nursing her through the effects of 

the drug and ensuring her safety. A s  Iris gmdually returns to normalcy in the 

following &YS, Alyx, at her request, reinforces her memory of her mother's death. 

This support of the weak by the strong-rninded is a basic principle in the feminist 

moverneni of conscioumess raiskg, developed and outlined by Kathie Sarachild. 

Unfominately, Alyx has Linle cooperation from the nuns and must therefme form a 

support group of one. 

in her struggle to assert herself over the confusion and apathy induced by the 

tranquilizer, Iris tries to produce sensations of grief to combat the euphoria negating 

the validity of her grief. She wants desperately to fecover her individuality and 

recover her familial ties, she hirns to Alyx for help: 

"My mother's dead," said Iris with sudden emotion. "My 

mother's dead. I've got to remember that. I've got to! " 

Tes, yes, she's dead,' said Alyx. 

'Please, please," said Iris, "keep me here. 1 keep sliding 

away." (92) 

As Alyx attempts to console Iris, Iris begins to strip, inflicting cold and pain 
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on herself in an attempt to maintain her grasp of feality and prevent henelf h m  

slipping into the euphonc oblivion which threatens to separate her fiom her grief. 

Alyx threatens to beat her, and Iris subsides but still stniggles to remver her "self". 

When Alyx consoles Iris, she addresses her as "baby;" Iris responds: "I'm not a baby, 

. . . I'm not a-a-baby. I'm a wornan" (92-93). This objection v e r b h s  the 

feelings o f  many young women trying to assert their identity in the late 196û's and 

may have b e n  the sarne emotion which inspired Helen Reddy's popular feminist 

anthem h m  1972, "1 Am Wornan, Wear Me Roar. " Iris's assertion of her matunty 

and responsibility. however faint, is ai l  the encouragement Alyx requires to support 

her stniggle for identity-it is proof that Iris wants reform but also that she fears losing 

herself to the sarne fate as her mother. 

To take Iris's minci off the eff- of the drugs, Alyx shares with Iris her 

experience as a woman in her own place and time-a montage of a woman's life in 

ancient Tyre: aging, childbirth, disase. and death. Iris cannot believe it. Frightened 

and discouraged, Iris denies Alyx's testimony: 

"But it's so long ago!" wailed littie Iris. 

"Oh no it's not," said Alyx. "It's r i g h  now. It's going on right 

now. I lived in it and 1 came here. It's in the next room. 1 was in 

that room and now I'm in this one. There are people still in that m m .  

They are living MW. They are suffering now. And they always live 

and always suffer because ewrything keps on happening. You can't 

say it's al1 over and done with because it isn't; it keeps going on. It ail 
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keeps going on. " (94) 

Just as Alyx's world of suffering continues in her absence. in the face of denial 

from Iris's world, suppression of feminisrn continues despite the denial of those in the 

literary community. Russ combats this policy of curnplacency to expose the denial of 

agency which women impose upon themselves to succeed as authon and critics, just 

as Iris tries to deny the f'act of her rnother's death while under the e f f m  of the 

tranquiha to maintain her emotionai security. Alyx contimm to help Iris in spite of 

her lack of faith because she has shown potendal, which is itself enough reason for 

Alyx to extend herself. 

At about this point in the narrative Alyx and Machine begin an affair. 

Machine's denial of the established hierarchy in society appeals to Alyx because she 

scorns society's inconsistency and prejudices. She and Machine develop a relationship 

based on their critical opposition to society's rules and their support of one another's 

beliefs. During a temble stonn, Machine falls into a c h m .  Alyx attempts to rescue 

him but becornes trapped in the chasm herself when Gunnar jealously refuses to aid 

her. He beadys them both to bolster his masculine pride and exercise control over 

them, going so far as to sabotage Alyx's attempts to provide first-aid for Machine. 

Eventually Alyx is pukd out of the chasm, but not before Machine dies. Alyx's grief 

is violent and immediate. She executes Gunaaz with extreme brutality and w x l y  

without compassion for his begging and pleas for mercy: 

"None of us, " said Gmar quickiy, "cm help the way we are 

brought up, Agent. You are a creature of your world, believe me, just 
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as 1 am of mine; 1 can't help it; 1 wanted to be like you but I'm not, 

can 1 help that? 1 did what 1 auld!  What can a man do? What do 

you expect me to do? What could 1 do!" 

'Nothing. It's not your job," said Alyx. 

"1 am ashameci," said Gwinar, stammering, "1 am ashamed, 

Agent, I admit 1 did the wrong thing. I should have gone down, yes, 1 

shodd have-put those things away, for God's sake!-forgive me, 

please, hate me but forgive me; 1 am what 1 am, 1 am only what 1 am! 

For heaven's sake! For W'S d e ! "  (128) 

For her own sake, and the sake of  aU women, Alyx destroys Gunnar in 

ferninine rage, for his weakness and betrayal and hypocrisy. She bas nothing but 

contempt for his begging and complacency, his abject temr at king found out and 

held responsible. his denial of responsibility, his selfishness. his betrayal of the group, 

and his transparent attempts to shift the biame, so she executes him. Russ has here 

struck at the fundamental defense of segments of the Literary community which, 

denying the rights of feminist authors and critics, cite the canonical traditions of 

literature as the source of thar supremacy and neglect, hoping to avoid the 

controveny surroundhg feminist works. 

Alyx retreats from her (remaining) charges-she seeks to escape reality, she 

cannot cope witb the loss of her lover and confidant-she e k s  to moum the only 

intimate relationship she has had in this world and steals dnigs h m  the nuns to numb 

her own pain. As Alyx cornes out of her drug-induced stupr, the nrst person she 
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sees is Iris. It is Iris who lent her support as she stniggled in delirium, in spi te of the 

savagery which Alyx has inflicted on any and al1 who atkrnpted to take away her 

chernical soother. As Alyx regains consciousiess she notices something different 

about Iris: 

Iris had a black eye. 

"Where'd you get that?" said Alyx with interest. 

Iris put her band mer her eye. 

"Weil, where'd you get it?" said Alyx. "Who gave it to you? 

Did you fall against a rock? . . . How'd you get it out here in the 

middle of the desert? Huh? How did you? Come on!" 

"You gave it to me." said Iris. (140)  

With this frank statement, Iris's empowerment is cumplete. She is now the 

responsible woman and Alyx the screw-up in a temporary reversai of their previous 

roles. Iris, however. dœs not indulge in hypocrisy and demean Alyx or deride her. 

She gets things organized and continues on with the now familiar travel routine. In an 

understanding and deterrnined tone, Iris begins die &y's march: 

"1 think we are m i n g  out of food, " said Iris. " We had better 

go on." 

"Corne on," she added, getting up. 

They went on. (141) 

Iris takes responsibility for the setback, she shoulders the b d e n  of leading the 

party, and they cany on. She has learned responsibility h m  Alyx and tempered it 
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with her personal understanding of individual wealcness. She has, in some way , 

surpassed her teacher. Alyx has in tum leamed humility, trust, and that she is also 

vulnerable; losing four of her eïght cornpanions exposes, in a brutal flash, her 

misconception of her own cornpetence and the iimits to her emotional strength. 

Barron characterites Alyx as an "outlaw because her ideas are so far ahead of 

her time . . ." (328). Alyx is, without doubt but also paradoxicaily, ahead of her 

time. Once the tourïsts have reached their final destination and b&n rescued, Alyx 

relates the tale of her arrival in Iris's world. In an attempt to explode the myth of her 

own heroism, Alyx tells Iris that she is not an agent or professional leader. that she 

was forced by chance into her position as guide. The Great Trans-Temporal Cadre of 

Heroes and Heroines is as much a fabrication of Iris's society as the Trans-Temporal 

Military Authonty is of Bess's imagination in "The Second Inquisition. " The Great 

Tram-Temporal Cadre of Heroes and Heroines is merely an archaeological consortium 

whose retneval of Alyx was completely accidental, and could be classified as technid 

incornpetence: 

Only one &y they were fishing in the Bay of Tyre a good forty feet 

down and they just happened to receive twenty-odd cubic meten of sea- 

water complete with a srnall, rather inept Greek thief who had just 

pinched an elpensive chess set fmm the Prince of TF. who between 

ouf~e1ves is no gentleman. They tell me 1 was attached to a rope 

attached to hots attached to a rather large boulder with al1 of us 

amsiderabl y more dead than alive, just dead enough, in fact. to corne 
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through at dl .  and just dive enough to be salvageable. (149) 

Trans-Temp cannot intentionally retrieve anythmg living because they fear 

serious repercussions, in the form of temporal paradoxes-which occur unavoidably 

when Alyx is inaoduced to any situation, regardless of the precautions taken. Alyx 

was rejected by her Society for her behaviour; she was cast into the sea to drown 

because she was a thief. She was employed by Trans-Temp because they considered 

Alyx to be unsophisticatd, innocuous, and expendable-she was already dead in her 

own time and therefore should not hav9 been able to disrupt the future. She is placed 

in charge of a situation where success is not important and failure is the expected 

outcorne; only the pretence of a rescue is important. Alyx's success is an unexpxted 

complication of evenu and will have a definte impact on and serious conseqwnces for 

the future. So. Aiyx survives the curious transition h m  fantasy to science fiction and 

remains, reluctantiy, a heroine in spite of dl attempts to eradicate her, intentional or 

not. She defies the odds and those who set them. As a writer, Russ has also survived 

scrutiny and criticism in fantasy fiction to becorne an author of science fiction. She 

maintains her controversial criticai stance against conventional writing and ideoiogical 

confomity in spite of her cold reœption. She continues, periiaps reluctantl y, to 

provide an example for others. 

Russ's fiction does not profess to hold out the answers-it exists to present 

options and alternatives for fonvard thinking individuais, especially those penons 

ready to support the active participation of women in representing their own destinies 

and those who would reject the status quo. Russ explains the need to tepfesent 
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marginal grioups in literature in her later critical work How to 

(1983): 

In everybody 's present historid situation, there can be, 1 believe. no 

single center of value and hence no absolute standards. That dœs not 

mean that assignment of values must be arbitrary or self-sewing. . . . It 

does mean that for the linear hierarchy of g a d  and bad it b m e s  

necessary to substitute a multitude of centers of value, each with its 

own periphery, some closer to each other, some farther apart. The 

centers have b e n  wnstructed by the historieal facts of what it is to be 

black or working class or what-have-you; when we al1 live in the same 

culture, then it will be time for one literature. But that is not the case 

now. (120) 

While on . may not be a univenal solution to the shortcomings 

of male-dorninated science fiction, it does f m  a signifiant foundation for a science 

fiction that reflects the concenis of women. Lefanu emphasUes Russ's contribution to 

feminist science fiction. bth  through her short stories and on P-, 

pointhg out that the dominant images of women in science fiction, as proposed by 

Susan Woods, are those of h m ,  hemine, and &en. Lefanu continues dong this train 

of thought, expanding on Woods's analysis: 

These images do not corne from nowhere, nor are they simple opposites 

of old stereotypes. They demonstrate how science fiction and feminism 

can engage in a fiuitfbl interplay that releases the writen' imaginations 
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to explore new relations bewen ideas of inside and outside, self and 

world. (20) 

Russ's attention to the duality of personal amflict, the need for self and Society 

in terms of feminism, creates a significant irony of its own, that king the 

detemination of a process to set in motion changes which will ultimately achieve a 

unified litera~ire and culture, an endeavour which 1 believe Russ tries to encourage 

through h a  writing because once personal and social interests are addressed on equal 

footing we will have eliminated the biases and prejudices which plague society. 



Chapter Three 

This is a (Wo)Man's World. 

The (1975) is Joanna Russ's most provocative and intellectually 

challenging novel. In it, Russ examines the difficulties of constructing a workable 

feminism for women of differing backgrounds and interests. She takes the &y-to-day 

restrictions of patriarchal suciety and disqualifies them by exposing the inherent flaws 

in socialized behaviour and beliefs through the actions and musings of four wornen 

brought together by science. According to Betty King: 

This feminist novel is written from varying points of view, each 

character expressing her own feelings and thoughts about the life she 

lives, and the men (or the lack of men) with whom she must contend. 

This novel . . . will be hard to ka t  for character studies of women in a 

variety of societies and for a fearless feminist statement in the genre of 

sf. (173) 

In discussing The it is important to consider its context and 

relationship to the feminist movement in the early 1970's. In 1975, the feminist 

movement was gaining momentum in North America, and rnay even have been 

reaching a plateau of maturity. However, the publication date of The is 

somewhat rnisleading. Holt suggests that Russ deserves far more credit for her role in 

promoting and fostering feminism in the literary community than she received: 

Although The was fïrst published in 1975, Russ finished 
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the novel in December of 197 1 -before the resurgence of feminism. 

This makes the novel more rernarkable. Indeed, it is more 

fiom, the feminist movement, Russ invented the modem feminism and 

the dialectics she wrote; she owes many fewer debts than the 1975 

publication date indicates. ("Joannan 488) 

Publication of The Fem& was delayed for over three years. despite its 

groundbreaking feminist message. Russ had previously written at least one full length 

work of powerful feminist science fiction. As 1 have demonstrated. lkniuxl 

Paradise. Russ's fint novel, was certainly an astute and confrontational critique of 

pamarchal culture which openly attacked conventional morality and social stereotypes. 

The Fe- pvian is not merely a social critique, however; it offers strategy and 

support to women of varied backgrounds in their effort to emancipate themselves fiom 

a predominantly male-onented culture. It proposes viable solutions to the problems of 

gender bias and role reinforcement in our social interactions, as well as encouraging 

women to reexamine their position in society and the options available to them. 

While a F- was ceriainly a landmark accornplishment for feminism at the 

time Russ wote the novel, its themes should have been earth-shattering in the field of 

science fiction. Not to mention the fact that it is a perfect embodiment of prediction, 

a benchmark of good science fiction. 

in her novel. Russ creates a feminist utopia which encourage the development 

of wornen. from sexually and culturally restricted servants of the patriarchy to 
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autonomous individuals capable of reasoning , feeling, and acting-quite literall y--for 

themselves. The purpose behind Russ's utopia, called Whileaway . is to permit women 

to recognize and consider the possibilities denied them by existing institutional 

limitations and to instmct them how better to serve their own interests. Russ uses a 

utopian format for two reasons: to escape conventional ferninine literary WS and to 

address neglezted social issues which daily reinforce patriarchal views. 

In an analysis of Russ's essay "What Can a Heroine Do? or Why Women 

Can't Write, " Brooks Landon explains Russ's assessment of the exhausîed state of 

female roles in literature: 

Russ is not suggesting so much that literary foms have been used up as 

that the cultural myths concenihg women articulate in those forms have 

reached a dead end. Her point is simply that, without a change in some 

of the cultural groundrules for thinlang about sexuality. women have 

just about run out of things to do in the novel and ceftainly have run 

out of patience wi th the characteristics pamarchall y oriented readen-- 

those attuned to the idea of a culture dominated by men-expect of 

them. (61) 

This deadadedness motivates Russ in her writing. Ten years afkr Russ 

finished TheFemale she wntinued to reject previous literary atternpts by other 

authors to create credible femiiist utopias. in her essay 'Recent Feminist Utopias" 

publisheû in l98 1, she demonstrates the cornmon flaw of utopian writing--that it 

maintains an almost exclusively heterosexual bias and ignores the possibility of 
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from 1971 to 1979, including: Suzy McKee Chamas, Marion Zimmer Bradley, 

Samuel Delany, Sally Gearhart, Unda Le Guin, Catherine Madsen, Marge Piercy. 

Alice Sheldon (writing under the pseudonyms Racoona Sheldon and James Tiptree, 

Jr.), Monique Wimg, and herself. She megorizes utopias into three groups: the first 

merely extrapolates the social development of conventional gender roles; the second 

reverses traditional gender roles but maintains a heterosexual gender bias; the last 

generally develops a heterosexual and egalitarian wciety. Aside from the obvious bias 

towards conventional sexuality there exists another fundamental lack in these utopias: 

"When science fiction between 1965 and 1975 has dealt with feminist insights. it has 

usually been by the expansion of the last category, with the usual evasions: parenting 

and human numiring takes place offstage, as do the efiects of such work on the 

personalities of those who do it" (" Utopiasn 73). 

Russ considers the development of a feminist utopia an important step towards 

educating readers about the shortcomings of male-orientated science fiction as well as 

about contemporary societal deficiencies. For her, without addressing the roles 

naditionally occupied by women in society it is impossible to create a believable 

utopia in which responsibilities-al1 responsibilities-are shared equall y. For exarnple. 

Whileawayans see child reanng as an apportunity for personal development. Because 

children are r a i d  commuaally, the responsibility dœs not fiîi on the shoulders of a 

single individual and therefore d œ s  not unduly restrict the mother's activities. A 

Whileawayan embraces childbirth because it offers a myriad of possibilities for her. it 
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is a libeiating blessing, not an onerous task. 

Little Whileawayans are to their mothen both sulk and swank, fun and 

profit, pleasure and contemplation, a show of expensiveness, a slowing 

down of life, an opportunity to pursue whatever interests the women 

have b e n  forced to neglect previously, and the only leisure they have 

ever had-or will have again untii old age. A family of thirty penons 

may have as rnany as four mother-and-child pain in the common 

nursery at one time. Food, cleanliness, and shelm are not the mother's 

business; Whileawayans say with a saaight face that she must be fiee 

to attend to the child's " finer spiritual needs" . Then they go off by 

themselves and r m .  (49-50) 

The liberateû "roarn of Whileawayans is a definite reference to the popular 

song by Helen Reddy. "1 am Woman, Hear Me Roar." By recognizïng Reddy's 

contribution, through popular music, to the women's movement, Russ wnnects her 

novel to the Iarger feminist community and iü role supporting women's issues. Its 

context in Tlie is significantly more assemve that Iris's timid testimony, 

. . 
"I'm a woman" from von The women of Whileaway represent the 

progressive independence of spirit Russ hopes will infect the feminist movement; they 

are the mode1 for those, like Iris, who have yet to ncognize their hiil potential. In an 

era when men saw women as cornpetitors for power in society and a viable threat to 

their dominance in previously all-male fields (cnasider Billie Jean King's highiy 

publicised "battie of the sexes" tennis match and her efforts to equalize playing 
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conditions and remuneration for women as Women's Tennis Association president), 

Russ defines feminist utopias in her essay, "Amor Vincit Fœminam: The Battle of the 

Sexes in Science Fictionw ( 1980). 

The feminist utopias, to the degree that they are concemed with the 

"banle of the sexes" (and most are) see it as a long. one-sided massacre 

whose cause (not cure) is male supremacy. They are explicit about 

economics and poli tics. fairly sexuall y permissive. demysti%ng about 

biology, emphatic about the necessity for female bonding, concemed 

with children.. . non-urban, classless, communal. relative1 y peaceful 

while allowing room for female rage and female selfdefence, and 

serious about the emotional and physical consequences of violence. (58) 

In short. Russ's feminist utopia is everything which society and science fiction 

was not in 1971; it is a woman's world. 

Tbs F- revolves around four main characters: Janet, Jeannine, 

Joanna. and Jael. These characters embody the feminist concepts Russ wants to 

demonstrate in the novel. Janet is an Earth-rnother feminist and a native of 

Whileaway, travelling through time collecting women together for their better good. 

Jeannine is a tirnid. dissatisfied woman searching for direction and companionship as 

well as for her self. Joanna is a college professor whose dissatisfaction with 

patriarchal stereotypes, professional sexism, and inadequate female social roles drives 

her to search for a way to assert herself. Jael is the embodiment of feminine rage 

against sexisrn and oppression. She gathers the other three J's together at the end of 
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the novel to organize rebellion against masculine cultural conventions. Together. 

these women serve a larger purpose, representing the need for a means of ferninine 

emancipation : 

Russ's four J's-Janet, Jeannine, and Joanna, whose names al1 mean 

God's precious @fi, and Jael, the neo-Biblical nailer who pierces the 

head of a man with a blow of anger-comprise an exotic cluster 

protagonist whose meeting is the climax of the book. The group 

protagonist presents a collective self, rather than individual selves, and 

therefore proposes the values w hich go with wllectivel y. especiall y 

unity of social purposes. (DuPlessis 2) 

Russ's characters inhabit worlds which exist parallel to Our own. Reality has 

developed dong separate lines in these worlds as a consequence of the different paths 

taken by their societies. However, there remains enough correlation between their 

realities and our own to permit ûavel between one another's worlds without creating 

existentid paradoxes. Janet explains the theory Like this: 

Every displacement of every molecule, every change in orbit of every 

electron, every quantum of iight that strikes here and not there-each of 

these must somewhere have its alternative. It's possible, too, that there 

is no such thing as one clear line or strand of probability, and that we 

live on a sort of twisted braid, blumng ffom one to the other without 

even knowing it, as long as we keep within the limits of a set of 

variations that really make no differenœ to us. nius the paradox of 
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time travel ceases to exist, for the Past one visits is never one's own 

Past but somebody else's; or rather, one's visit to the Past instantly 

creates another Resent (one in which the visit has already happened) 

and what you visit is the Past belonging to that Present-an entirely 

different matter h m  your own Past. (7) 

Janet is able to vint her own past, which action has an immediate effect on her 

present--in faft it is impossible for her to lave her present, she can only alter the path 

it takes. She is also able to transport the other characten with her to other versions of 

her world's past. Russ, in Wellsian fashion, scoms any attempt at a technologicai 

explanation of the process, much as she has in her earlier science fiction. Instead she 

feminizes it. equating time with a bmid: something both diverse and unified which 

symbolizes the strength individual elements lend one another as a united entity and 

which can also represent the role of the characters in the novel. The purpose of 

Russ's metaphor is to demonstrate to the reader that the difference between Our world 

and the characters' worlds is only a difference of a hair's breadth: we foUow similar 

paths with similar consequences. The utopia of Whileaway can never be Our world 

because it existed independently of our knowledge, as Russ's feminist ideas existed 

prior to the entire feminist movement. The only effect Whileaway can have on us is 

heuristic, prompting us to consider the effects of our actions and possibility resulting 

in a Society which resembles, but is not, Whileaway . 

The value of science fiction as a teaching medium, particularly its value as a 

vehicle for morai and ethical issues, has been dmibnstrated in my examination of 
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publication of each of her works, subsequently approaching more and more closely a 

state of realism in her Mting which resembles our own society, and therefore placing 

her moral debate into a viable fiame of teference. Rachel Blau DuPlessis makes a 

close study of F- in her essay "The Ferninist Apologues of Lessing, 

Piercy, and Russ. " She focuses on Russ because, in her own opinion, Russ provides 

the best balance between realism and fantasy in her fiction. The proposais Russ 

makes in her science fiction are more credible because Joanna and Jeannine are so 

solidly based in reaiisrn and therefore Iend more credibility to the reforms and theories 

she proposes in -. 

Perhaps the most important of the four characten is Joanna; she is a sceptical. 

criticai character who expresses dissatisfaction and mistration in the role society has 

imposed upon her. Throughout the novel, Joanna provides Russ with a convenient 

forum for authorial asides through the obvious association of author and character by 

way of their names and the similarity between their professional personas. As 

chronicler of the narrative, Joanna is in a position of omniscience. In fact. Joanna 

often appears in scenes with the other characters as a s t y W  conscience. She does 

not play the role of inshctor, however; ùistead her reactions to situations often 

provide the reader with insight to the characteristic reaction of women in Joanna's 

time (and ours) when confronted with assertive and unconventional behaviour among 

women. For exarnple: Joanna is present as Janet is seduced by Laura Rose Wilding, 

she cringes as Janet beats up a man at a party, she acts as the devil's advocate while 
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Jeannine deliberates the restrictions which hinder her development as an independent 

woman: Joanna is the fly on the wall we often wish we could be, providing valuable 

comrnentary on the patriarchal inhibitions with which women have been traditiody 

afflicted, 

Duplessis realizes that this same quality, the convenience of an authoriai back 

door, facilitates the Free dissemination of Russ's ideas about feminism. Russ's 

muent  "appearances" in The create an intirnacy and wnfidentiaiity 

between the reader and the novel which might othenvise be strained and artificial. 

Duplessis sees Joanna as a character in crisis, divided by her desires and practically: 

loanna--it has escaped no one that she bears the author's given name--is 

closest to ounelves: the wornan who stands in a puddle of water, 

grasping two altemating electrical currents, trying to fuse them. She is 

the wornan who lives in contradiction: between woman and man, 

between feminist and phailocrat, behveen transformation and 

acquiexence, between joy and rage. (6) 

This description serves as well for the author, Joanna Russ. as it does for the 

charmer. It is Joanna who becornes the "fernale man," making the transition from 

victirn to victor. and it is through her relationships with the other characters that we, 

as readen, are insmcted in the process of feminist metamorphosis. Each of the 

characters represents a signifiant stage in the development of the "fernale man" and 

reflects an important feminist theme in Russ's writing. D u k i s  rerninds us U t  

One way or another, sooner or later, the reader discovers that these 
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four women are either alternate selves in one person or, as iypes of the 

genus Woman, altemative strategies for dealing with the sarne kind of 

Social givens: female nondominance in a paaiarchy. (6) 

The best place to begin with Joanna's development is to e x d e  her dreams 

and aspirations. While Joanna's feminist goals may be closely related to the author's, 

one should not assume that her portrait is necessarily autobiographical: 

Given the fact that readers are tempted-sometimes by the authors 

thernselves-to view main characters as purely autobiographical 

projections, it is worth underlining that characten in these fictions 

engage in activity to illustrate an author's ideals or speculative 

conclusions~ not to mirnic her life. (DuPlessis 2) 

Janet is the envy of the other three characters, as well as the heroine of their 

dreams. Whileaway , from Janet's descriptions, bean a sbiking resemblance to our 

world, with the notable exception that its technology achially liberates women from 

drudgery . Whileawayans bea. i rnmense social responsibili ties: their adolescence is 

characterized by successive apprenticeships and tutelage; they are delegated physical 

labour and hands-on tasks as experienced, knowledgeable, and mature women; and 

they are rewarded with administrative and theoretical work in their old age. Their 

society is driven by the punuit of their desires and personal needs, in spite of the 

apparently ovenvhelming catalogue of their responsibilities. Whileaway's commercial 

and industrial development is dedicated to increasing freedom: 

Whileaway is engaged in the reorganiration of industry 
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The Whileawayan work-week is sixteen hours. (EEI 56) 

Whileawayans have had the "induction principle." the capacity to perform 

dangerous, repetitive, and labonous tasks remotely through the amplification of brain 

waves (a technology currently developing in our own society as we speak), for several 

centuries. By automatlng mind-kiiling tasks with which we commonly burden women 

and the uneducated today, Whileaway has expanded the oppominity for women to 

develop emotionaily . culturail y, and inteilectually . 

Coming from this idyllic society, Janet's reaction to our sexual stereotyping 

and role-orientated society is "Huh?" In a central scene of the narrative. Janet attends 

a party with Joanna and is confounded by the many rigid social roles played by the 

people in attendance. R u a  satirizes the denigrating feminine stereotypes encouraged 

by our Society through her narning of femde party-gœrs: Sposissa (the wife). 

Eg lan tissa (the social bunerfl y), Aphrodissa (the siren), Clarissa (the depressive 

academic). Lucrissa (the successfùl yet unappreciated professional), Wailissa and 

Lamentissa (chronic cornplainers), Travailissa (the unrewarded workaholic) . 
Saccharissa (the tease). and Amicissa ("the Good Sport") (34). In absentia are 

Ludicrissa (the woman no one wants) and Amphibissa (the lesbian). Al1 of these 

stereotypes inhibit feminine developrnent by impowig roles. dictating the nature of 

women's success or failure in reiation to men. 

Janet rapidly loses interest in the party because of the stilted and duplicitous 

behaviour displayed by the guests. Her departure is delayed by the host in an 
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obnoxious drunken scene of sexist insistence which borders on sexual assault . Unused 

to this type of tactless efiontery, Janet reiterates her intention to leave and, after the 

host insults her rnaturity-"He said she had acted Wre a virgin, not knowing what to do 

when a guy made a pas, just like a Goddamned scared little baby virgin" (46)--she 

beats the hell right out of him, leaving him lying on the floor with a broken arm, 

* .  

immediately bringing to mind Gunnar's fate in -. Janet does not 

break his arm intentionally, for the host refused to quit stniggling when he was placed 

in an arm lock. The injury was a consequence of his own price and belligerence. in 

both Janet's and Jmna's/Russ's opinion. 

An interesting consequence of this altercation is the dismvery of the source of 

al1 the misguided social behaviour Janet has encountered at the Party: handbooks to 

"appropnate" gender relations-blue for boys, pink for girls. The male quivalent of 

these drops out of the host's pocker as Janet disarms him. Joanna picks it up and flips 

through it, discovering two important things: first, that it advocates some sexist and 

dominating response to al1 situations for men, asserthg their superiority and authority. 

and second, that these masculine assertions are reinforced by her own little pink book 

with submissive and placating responses-in all cases. After examining the cross 

references between the two books Joanna turns to Janet and says, "1 don't think you're 

going to be happy herew (48). Janet's response is typical for her-if it dœsn't fit 

discard it instead of causing yourself misery : " 'Throw them both away, love, ' she 

answered" (48). Russ has puaued a career in feminist science fiction following this 

same ideology; unable to reconcile the traditional tropes of adventure fantasy and 
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science fiction to her feminist message, she threw out the insulting conventions of 

these genres and formulated her own as a parody of them-another example of 

progressive disarmament. 

Janet's rejection of our demeaning and oppressive roles for female sexuality is 

quite clear. As a citizen of another world, better by far than ours. her disdain for 

backward thMing is understandable. Janet's dismissal of the constricting bonds of 

male-centmi sexuality and behavioral models reappears, in a clear and scholarly 

format, in Russ's later anaiysis of feminist utopias (including her own): 

Classless, without govemment, ecologically rninded. with a strong 

feeling for the natural world, quasi-tribal in feeling and quasi-family in 

structure, the societies of these stories are seixuaity pemissive-in terms 

1 suspect many contemporary male readers rnight find both 

unspectacular and a linte baffiing, but which would be quite familiar to 

the radical wing of the feminist movement, since the point of the 

permissiveness is not to break taboos but to separate sexuality from 

questions of ownership, reproduction and social structure. 

("Utopias" 76) 

In an action reflecting the goals of early activists in the women's movement. 

like Shulamith Firestone and Pat Mainardi. Janet rejects the sexual stemtypes which 

reshict interaction berneen the sexes and expands the possibilities for wornen in our 

world, con fionhg sexism with humanism. 

There are ais0 developmental aspects to utopias like Russ's Whileaway; they 
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do not exist merely as reactionary social criticism of conventional pamarchal societies. 

Russ explains the progressively emancipating aspects of feminist utopias: 

Whether tentative or conclusively pessimistic, the invented, dl-female 

worlds with their consequent Lesbianism have another function: that of 

expressing the joys of female ôonding, which-like freedom and access 

to the public world-are in short supply for women in the real world. 

Sexually this amounts to the insistence that women are erotic integers 

and not fractions waiting for completion. Femde sexuality is seen as 

native and initiatory. not (as in our traditionally sexist view) reactive, 

passive, or potential . (" U topias" 79) 

Russ could have made an even iarger distinction between our society and that 

of Whileaway by refbsing to use the term "lesbian" to describe sexual relations among 

Whileawayans and other all-female utopias. After dl, without a contmting 

heterosexual component to sexuality in society, monosexual or homosexual relations 

becorne ubiquitous and therefore do not require separate distinctions in language-- 

raising the question of whether lesbianism cm exist in a society wmposed only of 

women. This point dues not serve to diminish the complexity or thoroughness of 

Whileaway's revolutionary society; instead, it emphauzes the complications of 

bridging cultural gaps with philosophical ideas. 

Janet embodies the rights of women to determine their own roles, sexually and 

mially. Russ indicated through several encounters in the novel that an entire aspect 

of women's sexudity has k n  neglected in our society merely because it dœs not 
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reaffirm male superiority and therefore has been viewed as aberrant or warped. To 

return to the issue of T h e ' s  delayed publication. there is a possibility that 

Russ was waiting for a more tolerant social climate to release her novel: in February 

of 1975, & published a petition in support of sexual freedom for homosexuals which 

carried the signatures of "Congresswomen Bella S. Abmg and Shirley Chishoim, 

actresses Joanne Woodward and Lily Tomlin, writers Anais Nin and Joyce Carol 

Oates, scholar Margaret Mead, and the reverend Carter Heywardw (Papachristou 251). 

With such prominent and varied social support, Russ could expect a more q t i v e  

audience. 

Janet serves to open a Pandora's box in male-centred societies by openly 

advocating lesbianism. Women have traditionally b e n  denied the guilt-free 

expenmentation in personal sexuality whic h exists on Whileaway , w here di sapproval 

of cross-generational relationships-intimate relations between the young and the 

mature-is the only sexual taboo. The very concept of woman-tewoman sexual 

enwunters is embanassing and fnghtening to several of the characters. Jeannine is 

openly disdainhl of lesbianism while Joanna is timid and frightened of admitting her 

own sexual experiences with another woman as a Mvenity student. Her sexual 

morality formed by a permissive and supportive female society, Janet represents 

options not formerly acceptable among women either in Jeannine's and Joanna's 

worlds or our own Society in the early 1970's. 

As the omniscient conscience of the group, Joanna is driven in anxiety and 

confusion frorn Janet's mind when Janet is seduced by Laura Rose. As Laura kisses 
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Janet. Jmna  is reminded of a sexual encounter she shared with a college f'riend and 

she flees: "Janet's rid of me. 1 sprang away and hung by one claw from the window 

curiain" (71). Still watching, but not comected to the emotional aspect of the 

seduction, Joanna has released Janet h m  the social restrictions and taboos of two 

societies: cross-generational restrictions on Whileaway and homosexual taboos on 

Earth. There is no longer any gauge of propriety to fistrate or restrain Janet. and so 

she gives herself over to the attraction betwem herself and Lam. 

The restrictions of Our society on wornen are summarized by Joanna's 

description of Whileaway: 

There's no king out too Iate in Whileaway, or up too e ~ r o .  or 

in the wrong pan of tom, or unesconed. You carmot fa11 out of the 

kinship web and become sexual prey for smgers. for there is no prey 

and there are no stmgers--the web is wortd-wide. In al1 of Whileaway 

there is no one who can keep you from going where you please (though 

you may nsk your life, if that sort of thing appeals to you). no one who 

will follow you and try to embarrass you by whispering obscenities in 

your ear, no one who will anempt to rape you, no one who will wam 

you of the dangers of the street, no one who will stand on street 

corners, hoteyed and vicious, jingling loose change in his pan& 

pockets, bitterly bitterly sure that you're a cheap floozy, hot and wild, 

who likes it, who can't say no, who's making a mint off it, who 

inspires him with nothing but disgust. and who wants to drive him 



crazy. * . . 

WhiIe here, where we live--! (82-82) 

Duplessis argues that, in defiance of the elaborate, sophisticated explmations 

given by Russ for the existence of Whileaway as an alternative world, as science 

fiction The acts as a m a s  of satirizing our own society. She says the 

science-fictional element masks "the essential tmth about Whileaway. It is not a 

future place nor a future time, but is, instead, a mental place in the present" (6). 

kuss's utopia demonstrates the hope that women hold for a society of equality and the 

motivation behind the feminist movement. Holt, in her essay "No Docile Daughters: 

A Study of Two Novels by Joanna Russ," points to the unique perspective science 

fiction penniü us in relation to social ills, distancing us from the problem by 

projecting it on an alien world or culture: 

The obsceni ties, prej udices, and traditions accepted dail y can becorne 

alien to us; in this alien form they can be examine& and change can 

occur suddenly, as it cannot in other fiction. . . . Throughout the story 

Russ manipulates accepteà male traditions, sliding them into the alien so 

that we rnay consider them without prejudice. (9697) 

Knowledge can make profound leaps as a result of wisdom imparted by alien 

beings, whether they arrive from distant universes, or our own future, or paralle1 

worlds. The convention of sepatation l a d s  the theories of other civilizations a 

credibility and immediate urgency which would not exist in the slow bureaucratie 

process of social evolution in our own space and time. 
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There are factors which oppose the emancipation of women in society, many of 

hem adopted by women themselves, either unconsciously through habituated 

behaviour, or as a result of fears and doubts generated by the threat of punishment or 

reprisal. or as a result of diffefences between women about the methods and ethics of 

the women's movement. Each of the characters in J& F m  represents a 

different interest gmup in the issues of the women's movement. The group as a 

whole functions as a consciousness-raising semuiar, analyziag both the problems 

facing women in socieîy and the solutions available to women. Jeannine represents 

the submissive, indentured role women have al way s held : the underappreciated . 
denigrating, stifling role of homemaker, mother, and wife which Betty Friedan 

* objected to in The M*. In wntrast, Jael is the Widicating 

embodiment of feminist rage, incited by the callous treatment of women. particularly 

after the beginning of the wornen's movement, and Russ's inspiration for Jael may 

have come from the spirited activism of Shulamith Firestone. Joanna. as we have 

already established, represents the position many women currently occupy in society-- 

a feminist no-man's land-and Janet represents the hope feminism holds for the future. 

of complete and uninhibited liberty. 

Judith Spector commena that "The main point of TheFemale and of the 

attitudes towards sexuali ty depicted in it , is that gender-related social distinctions have 

made women less than whole people" (2M). Jeannine is a characterization of the 

insecurities fa& by women as a result of male-dominated social structures. She 

serves to demonstrate the fean of failure and isolation f a d  by women in 
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conventional nuclear relationships. Jeannine's life reaffirms her role as an object, an 

accessory to supplement a man's life. She is housekeeper, mother, lover. and 

conscience to Cal, an impotent, distracted. unemployed joumalist who always insists 

that he is on the verge of "making it. " Cal's failure is counterbalanced by Jeannine's 

dependence on him and her tolerance of his apathy. 

Russ r e q p i m  the strength it requires to risk failure and strike out on one's 

own; she sympathizes with Jeannine's insecurity and the social pressures she must face 

from fmily and fiends alike. However, she also condemns Jeannine's inaction and 

apathy because they undermine the progress of feminist ideals. Jeannine is frequently 

the weak member among the four characters because she lacks self-conviction and 

resolve. 

Russ closely examines the traditional fean which undermine feminism in her 

book Maeif M<zmmas. Tre* Si Pervem (1985). She insists 

that. for a wornan to hold any masure of independence and power in society she must 

first relinquish the role of sacrificial mariyr. the revered mother image. Russ calls 

this persondity the "Magic Momma. " The MM is selfless, responsible, loving. 

tolerant, has boundless energy, and is perpetually synchronized with the emotions of 

dl other women. in nie, J~oarina mocks this stereotypical expectation in 

what she calls "The Great Happiness Contest." The object of this garne appean to be 

the annihilation of self in a manner which best maintains the illusion of feminist 

independence-without actually jeopardising the ego of one's husband or destroying the 

illusion that one is "liberated." The following quotations would constitute a winning testimonial: 
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Neither of you is as happy as 1 am. I'rn fantastically happy. My 

husband ham't looked at another woman in the fifteen yean we've been 

maniai, he helps m u n d  the house whenever I ask it, and he wouidn't 

mind in the least if 1 were to go out and get a job. But I'm happiest in 

fulfilling rny responsibilities to him and the children. We have four 

chiidren. (1 17) 

Instead of winning the praise of the other wmpeti tors, Joanna' s testi rnonial, 

"taintedu by her penonal success. is met with rage and jealousy and vindictive hatred: 

You miserable nits. I have a Nobel Peace Prize, fourteen published 

novels, six lovers, a town house, a box at the Metroplitan Opera, 1 fly 

a plane, I fix my own car. and I can do eighteen push-ups before 

breakfast. that is, if you're interested in numbers. (1 17) 

Not surprisingly. Jeannine is an accomplished cornpetitor in this delusional 

self-abnegation. As she prepares for a shon trip to visit her farnily, she runs a mental 

checklist of the duties she must perform for Cal before she can go. Jeannine makes 

the bed, cleans the apartment, washes the floor, mends Cal's clothes. feeds the cat. 

packs her bags, and prepares a m d  to leave for Cal. Al1 the while she erects a 

romantic image of selfdenial in her mind, deluding herself that this is why she was 

put on Earth and that aü her work and effort would be appreciated if she were 

mamed. She is prevented from marrying Cal only by the nagging doubt that there 

rnay be something better out there. Jeannine's concept of improvement is that of a 

conventional romantic fantasy hemine it is not the feminist identity we would !ike to 
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see her assume under Janet's tutelage. 

Jeannine comes to the conclusion. while at the family cabin. that Cal is the 

best she can achieve (fatefully equating her success with Cal's potential). Labelled a 

spinster by her family and criticized for her lack of ambition, Jeannine is driven to a 

community dance. There. she mets a man, Bud, who is the son of her mother's 

friend. She is pleasant and friendly but unhappy that she was driven to attend this 

hinction. Outside on the verandah, she considers her life achievements and goals, 

holding an inner dialogue with Joanna, who objects strenuously to Jeannine's self- 

sacrifice in a reasonable, if urgent. manner. Jeannine reacts unexpectedly and begins 

to encourage a relationship with Bud. 

After several days. Jeannine makes a hasty decision about the viability of the 

relationships she holds with Bud and Cal. Cal does not compare favourably with Bud; 

he is sullen and irresponsible while Bud is marrieci and a successful teacher. As the 

decisive act in her life she makes a phone d l .  

She speaks quickly and distinctly, without the slightest hesitation now, 

remembering al1 those loveless nights with her hees poking up into the 

air, how she's discommoded and almost suffocated, how her leg 

muscles ache and she can't get her f e t  on the surface of the bed. 

Marriage will cure al1 that, The mibbing uncleanably old linoleum 

and dusting the same awful things week after week. But he's going 

places. She says boldly and decisively: 

"Cal, corne get me." (130) 
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In a single stroke Jeannine has accepted the most pitiable d e  adopted by 

women to avoid the doubts and insecurities latent in feminism. Her self-sacrifice will 

continue endlessly as a "Magic Momma," perpetually fulfilling the needs of others and 

perpetually denied any recognition for it, culminaihg in martyrdom achieved through 

the denial of the self. 

On the other hand. by denying her right to ferninine agency, Jeannine also 

assumes the role of the "Trembling Sister," the bitter, jealous, invaiidated wornan who 

so ngorously plays "The Great Happiness Contest." This cornpetitive jealousy ieads 

only to alienation of women from one another and their subsequent identification with 

a male provider. Jeannine drowns herself in the inevitability of her association with 

Cal. Joanna bernoans Jeannine's surrender: 

It seems to Jeannine that she has never known anything so solid and 

beautiful as the kitchen in the morning sunlight. with the walls glowing 

and everything so delicately outlined in light, so fresh and real. 

Jeannine, who has almost been killed by an unremitting and drastic 

discipline not of her own choosing, who has ben maimed almost to 

death by vigilant self-suppression quite irrelevant to anything she once 

wanted or loved, here finds her reward. . . . At one stroke she has 

amputated her past. She's going to be fulfilled. She hugs henelf and 

waits, That's aU you have to do if you are a real, fint-ciass Sleeping 

Beauty. She knows. 

I'm so happy. 



And, there but for the grace of God, go 1. (13 1 ) 

Russ wams us that these two excuses cooperate despite their apparent 

opposition in the female psyche. While the MM may be the envy of the TS. its 

nemesis, they both act together to crîpple women h m  talcing initiative in their lives 

through the increasing cycle of self-loathing they generate. 

The MMîTS polarity is illusory. Both are positions in the sarne belief 

system. Both are engaged in ritually sacrificing the possibility of a 

woman's king effective on her own behalf, not needy and ineffective, 

not effective and altmistic, but effective for henelf. (MM 54) 

The only way to disrupt this cycle of deniai is through rage: the irrational. 

passionate, violent response to chronic oppression. As 1 argued earlier. Russ's short 

. * 

stones about Alyx and her fint novel. Picnicon eexamined the circumstances 

and consequences of justifid rage by women in the face of sexual prejudice. Russ 

demonstrates that women have the right to violent. passionate anger against their 

oppressors, especially when one considers the emotional and psychological restraint 

which society expects thern to maintain for the sake of delicacy and composure. 

Feminist rage is a direct consequence of the seething mental pressure cooker into 

which patriarchal society has locked women by forcing them into the role of 

housewife. Women's nghts took a downtum after World War II: although they were 

given the right to vote in World War 1, they were exploitai to support industry and 

the war effort in factories and manuf&turing during both World Wars, they were 

expected to sacrifice daily cornforts to support the war effort overseas. and then 
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locked back in the lotchen as roon as the "boys" came home. 

By denying women the nght to emotiond responses and contradictory opinion, 

Society hobbled them and meated a state of emotional atrophy, the results of which 

can be seen in Jeannine's mild-rnannered acceptance of her role as wife and the 

abandonment of her dreams-as conventionally romantic as they may be. The worst 

consequence of this propagmdbd oppression of women is the annihilation of 

women's pemnalities, constantly bludgeoned as they are by the threat of disapprovaî 

and the threat of emotional estrangement into a submissive, predictable. bland role . 

Russ identifies this "Masculine Imperative," the drive for sucwss and power through 

the oppression of women: 

Ail oppressai people must be controiled. Since open force and 

economic coercion are practical only part of the time, ideology--that is. 

intemalized oppression, the voice in the head-is brought in to fil1 the 

gap. When people discover their own power. govemments tremble. 

Therefore, in addition to al1 the other things which must be done to 

control people, their own strength must be made taboo to them. 

(MM 44) 

Russ goes on to point out that the argument that masculine expectations are not 

unreasonable has long ken a wntrolling factor in the campaign against women's 

emancipation from patriarchal restrictions. This insinuating argument uses guilt and 

insecurity to keep women dom without overt physical force-not that women are not 

victims of male violence but. generally, violence against women is mdemned by men 
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as a loss of male-self control and is therefore unacceptable. The demand for constant 

support and cooperative obedience h m  wornen aiso m e s  to isolate women from one 

another, making them compete for the prize of "Best Wife" or "Happiest Couple" 

without realizing that the emotionai compromise and effort to maintain good relations 

corne largely from women. Russ encourages women to reject conformity, to œase 

working against one another for the scraps of praise h m  the feast table of the male 

ego and bind together. in spite of their penonal ciifference, against gender restrictions: 

To understand that no one has or can have your power, that it remains 

in you no matter how forbidden you feel it to be, means defjmg the 

patriarchal taboo and that's very hard. It means claiming one's own 

limited but real power and abandonhg one's inflated notion of other 

women's power. It means engaging in direct public confrontation with 

the patriarchy as embodied in men and men's institutions, not 

concentrating on its symbolic presence in other members of the 

wornen's community. (MM 53) 

Joanna reaches a state of tenuous independence in the male world by becoming 

a fernale man. Her taie of transformation foilows the sumnder of Jeannine to 

senritude and selfdenial. The change takes place in several stages. Fint, Joanna had 

to recognk her right to be a woman in society and maintain her position as a 

successful professional. She realized that as "One Of The Boys" she had b e n  cast in 

a neuaal gender role-as well as a politically powerless position. In spite of the 

apparent respect and equality which she enjoyed as a token member of the "Old Boys 
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Club, " consulted. deferred to, and even respectai in professional issues, outside the 

workplace she was still subject to the restrictions of a sexist society. However much 

she may have been included in the sanctum of intellechial elitism, she was still denied 

qua1 m e n t  in Society. She points to this bias, expsing the shadow of prejudice 

which hangs over professional women: "For a long time 1 had been neuter, not a 

woman at al1 but One Of The Boys, because if you walk into a gathering of men. 

professional or othenvise, you might as well be wearing a sandwich board that says: 

LOOK! 1 HAVE TITS!" 133) And with that isolation cornes al1 the wnventional 

courtesy and tact which men are trained to believe protect wornen but which really 

serve to restrict their development . 

Joanna became a woman again when she reaiized that while she was still 

denied status as a man, as "One Of The Boys," her expertise and intelligence were 

king exploited. Similarly she was denied her femininity by women who, repulsed by 

her association with men, saw her as a deferninid traitor. Jmna, stuck between 

roles, was powerless. Denied the boons of patriarchal society and denied her 

femininity, she despaired: 

Very swarnpy in my mind. Very rotten and badly off. 1 am a woman 

with a woman's brain. 1 am a wornan with a woman's sickness. I am 

a woman with the wraps off, bald as an adder, God help me and you. 

(1 37) 

Infuriated by the cunning placation she suffered at the hands of men, lunng her 

into a false sense of power and acceptance, Joanna now demands the respect and 
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rights with which wnventional society had taunted her. Disillusioned, she rallies to 

take by force the carrot men have dangled before her for so long. 

Now I say Mow owr. If we are all Mankind. it follows to my 

interested and righteous and rightnow very bright and beady little eyes, 

that 1 too am a Man and not at al1 a Woman, for honestly now, who 

ever heard of Java Woman and Existentid Woman and the values of 

Western Wornan and Scientific Woman and al1 the rest of that dingy 

and antiquated rag-bag? Al1 the rags in it are White, anyway. 1 think 1 

am a Man; 1 think you had better cal1 me a Man; I think you will wrïte 

about me as a Man from now on and speak of me as a Man and employ 

me as a Man and recognize child-rearing as a Man's business; you will 

think of me as a Man and treat me as a Man until it enters your 

muddled. temfied, preposterous, nine-tenths fake, loveless, papier- 

mache-bull-moose head that I m a mm. (And you are a woman. ) 

That's the whole secret. Stop hugging Moses' tablets to your chest, 

nitwit; you'll cave in. Give me your Linus blanket, child. Listen to 

the fernale man. 

If you don't, by God and al1 the Saints, 1'11 break your neck! 

(140) 

Judith Keegan Gardiner identifies this rage against apathy and injustice as the 

catalyzing effect in the women's movement and also the component which binds Janet, 

Jeannine, Joanna and Jael together. With a united cause women have the power to 
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effect change and demand rights and opportunities equal to those enjoyed by men. 

Gardiner explains that women must love and respect themselves and one another to 

achieve this goal, using their anger to m e r  their cause rather than to undemine 

their solidari ty . She say s: 

This is an expticitly narcissistic projet: not finding love for or h m  

ohen, not creating a just society, but king "ounelves," undiminished 

and powerful female selves, is the novel's utopian aim, and the political 

effects of the novel, according to this reading, would encourage women 

raiders' sense of self through identification with the characters' anger 

against the patriarchal society that demeans them. (95) 

Gardiner warns that anger and empathy are not opposed to one another in the 

feminist movement, but rather that they approach the problem of sexual prejudice 

fkom different ends. Rather than fragmenting under outside pressure, the feminist 

movement must use i ts divided resources to divide the opposition by patriarc ha1 

institutions. She encourages feminists to "empathize with the anger of others, even 

towards themselves, in order to form tenable politicai alliances or else face 

fragmentation, depression, and a loss of feminist effectivenessn (1 05-06). 

The feminist rage which Russ and Gardiner advocate as a tool for social 

change is embodied in Jael. Jael is the amithesis of Janet, the product of a failed 

Eociety where the sexes have cornpletely divided and are involved perpetually in war: 

trying by combat, disinformation, and sabotage to subdue the opposite sex. Jael's 

narne is taken h m  the fourth chapter of the Book of Judges. Sisera, a Canaanite 
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captain, was fleeing his Gentile pursuers and came upon the encampment of Heber, 

his aiiy. He was greeted by Heber's wife, Jael, who offered him shelter from his 

enemies. She fed Sisera and gave him a place to rest, he in tuni asked her to deny his 

presence in her tent if any should ask. When Sisera had fdem asleep, Jael spiked his 

head to the ground with a harnmer and tent peg and tumed his body over to the 

Gentile general. Her boldness and brutality brought about the defeat of the tyrannical 

Canaanite king. 

Jael Alice Reasoner is an agent of Wornanland working to destroy the 

dominating, oppressive threat of Manland. She joins the other three characters, 

bnnging hem together to solicit from them support for her cause. As a demonstration 

of her cause. she transports them to Maniand; they accompany her as she attempts to 

bargain with 'the Bossn for the exchange of children. The "three J's." identified as 

one by grouping them together. are given a crash coune in the worst possible 

consequences of patriarchal prejudice. The violence and deception which pervade 

Manland are homwing. Without women in society, men have subdued their weaker 

members and forced them into the role of women. These men are identified as "the 

c hanged" and "the half-changed " : those w ho have undergone surgery , transforming 

them into a parody of ferninine sexuality, and those who choose transvestism as a 

substitute to the irreversible effects of surgery. These "women" are the substitute for 

genuine fernales and are subject to the worst manifestations of male chauvinism--they 

exist solely as sexuai objtxts. 

Jael is escorted to her appointment with the Boss by a half-changed- Anna- 
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made up and dressed in a style reflecting the fantastic preferences of Manlanders 

(Jeannine of course secretly admires "his" flamboyant -1). Jael brings the other 

three J's into the meeting with her, explaining that they are diseased women. highly 

contagious, king transported to another enclave of Womanland for treatment. In the 

process of Jael's negotiations with the Boss, he becornes distracted by the allure of her 

genuine female sexuality. He repeatedly attempts to seduœ her with his boorish 

'chms," inquiring about her "hole down there," suggesting that "This is the crown 

of your life. This is what God made you forw (181). 

Jael, exasperated by the inevitable degeneration of negotiations into the Boss's 

drive for sexual contact. is forced to employ her "ferninine wiles": 

Boss was muttering something angry about his erection so. angry 

enough for two, 1 produced one of my own-by this I mean that the 

grafted muscles on my fingers and hands pulled back the loose skin, 

with that characteristic itchy tickling, and of course you are wise; you 

have guessed that I do not have Cancer on my fingers but Claws. talons 

like a cat's but bigger, a little more du11 than wood brads but good for 

tearing. and my teeth are a sham over metal. (181) 

In a parody of sexual intercouse, Jael slaughters this testosterone-pumped 

imbecile. Her caresses are seductive but lethal, and Boss's jugular climax leaves his 

ravaged corpse on the floor in a violent parody of the "Iittle death,"-"pumping his 

life out into the carpet' (1 82). Jael is in a state of excitement, but is disappointed that 

she could not complete her intended business. She thinks to herself, "Gd damn. but 
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once they get that way there's no doing business with them; you have to kill them 

anyway , might as well have fun" (182). Jael's exhikation is not shared by the other 

three J's: "Jeannie is calm. Joanna is asharned of me. Janet is weeping" (1 82-83). 

JaeI has had a homfic impact on the psyches of the women she refers to as "The 

Young One, The Weak One. The Strong One" (165): Janet, Jeannine, and loanna 

respectively. When asked by Jeamine if she had to Liu the Boss, Jaei responds, "1 

don? give a damn whether it was necessary or not . . . 1 liked it'" (1û4). 

Jael's violence shakes the foundations of the other characters' feminist beliefs-- 

not to mention the infantile machisrno of male readers. nie expectation that there 

may be a peaceful resolution to the pmblems in patriarchal social rotes presented by 

Russ is shattered. That there can exist the possibility of righteous rage in the quest 

for ferninine independence wn founds al1 society 's preconceptions of women . 

The character's visions of themselves is dramatically and pemanenti y altered 

by Jael's remoneless vengeance. However, Jael is not through shockîng them. The 

four retum to Jael's home for her to recuperate From h a  physical exertion. 'Ihere the 

three J's are introduced to Davy-Jael's android and housepet-who roams the house 

barefoot and naked, an intentional parody of the sexist adage of keeping women 

"barefoot and pregnant. " Davy's bue purpose is revealed to the three J's when they 

h m p t  Jael's sexual gratification with Davy after dinner, a scene which appears to 

be choreographed as a parody of the Boss's earlier massacre, right down to Jael's 

feelings of satiation. 

Jael's lack of embamsment demonstrates the lack of emotion attachai to her 
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sexual encounters with Davy. Davy serves the sole purpose of pleasing Jael sexually, 

after al1 Davy is oniy a dildo, similar in purpose, if not design, to the device Janet 

herself brough t with her from Whileaway . Davy' s anthropomorphic construction 

aiiows Jael the additional pleasure of domimting and oontroUing a "man" to satisQ 

her sense of irony, a reversal of the dehumaniring objectification of women as sexual 

objects-Davy is, after aii, a humanized object for sexual gratification. 

The sexual freedom to please oneself is an important wmponent in the 

emancipation of women and distinguishes the more important relationship of intimacy 

from mere sexual gratification. It confronts the objectification of women as sexual 

objects. As Spector points out, "sex benveen a person and a dehumanized object is 

not--and should not be regarded as king-highly significant. This mith applies even 

more stringently if one is the object in questionn (201). She adds that, "Sexuality that 

reduces one partner to the status of an object is, indeed, reductionist. " Jael's actions 

and activities are profoundly disturbing to the J's; they prompt introspection and 

reevaluation of everything the I's thought was certain in their respective worlds. 

Gardiner supports this need for confrontational tactics as a means of wresting qua1 

treatment from patriarchal society. It is as important as the undentandhg and 

tolerance which serve to unite women against prejudice. 

Thus, "radical ferninist" anger and "culturai feminist" empathy are not 

oppsites but complementary components of an effective apprcrach to 

feminist- reac@g and social change. (100) 

When Jael joinsthe three J's for lunch and brings fonvard her proposal for 
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forward bases of Womadand on their respective worlds, the only taker is Jeannine. It 

is arguable that she accepts out of rage for being so long a victirn of male dominance 

and a sense of helplessness in the face of  such nbiquitous prejudice. However. Janet 

and Joanna decline Jael's offer, perhaps because the ideology embraced by Jael's 

world merely reverses the prejudices of OUT own worid. Their refusa1 is met with 

anger by Jael who accuses them of denial and pedantry. Joanna rnakes an astute 

observation : 

Now you must know that Jeannine is Everywoman. 1, though 1 am a 

bit quirky, 1 too am Everywoman. Everywoman is not Jael, . . . but 

Jael is Everywornan. (2 12) 

As archetypes the characters represent the individual problems facd by women 

in their struggle to gain equality. Janet represents the hope for intellectuai progress 

towards a workable solution. Jael, on the other hand, represents the rage and passion 

of radical activism and impatience with an unjust system. Susan Ayres suggests that 

the worlds of Janet and Jael are lessons in exeemity. Theu extreme difference h m  

our own world highlights the injustice of contemporary patriarchal society . She says: 

Russ compares the solutions Joanna and Jeannine reach to the 

altemative worlds of Janet and Jael. Though these two worlds M e r  

critique and undermine the straight mind, they fiil to conclusively 

demonstrate a final victory. Janet's world of Whileaway is merely a 

hop and Jael's world is a parody. (28) 

Jeannine. of course, represents the weakened and disadvantaged state which 
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women must reject. And Joanna is the stniggling representative of things as they are 

now. flawed and fnistrated but still challenging the status quo. Gardiner's strongest 

point and the focal point of nie is i s t  the characters are united in their 

cause: 

The novel presents its multiple first-pemn heroines to dramatize how 

different any one might be if raised in a different society. In this sense, 

it illustrates common ferninist beliefs about the priority of culture over 

nature and about the socially constructed detemination of both gender 

and penondity. At the same time. the novel can be seen from the 

traditionally uniQing psychological perspective as a fantasy of 

narcissistic fulfilment, of a society composed entirely of oneself and of 

dl one's own potentials. (93) 

At the same tirne. these four women fom the disrupted and ofkn self- 

wntradicting psyche of a single woman-the author. They personify the conflicting 

ernotions of an educated woman's stniggle for respect and oppominity in a 

wndescending , male-oriented world. At the end of lunch, the J's go their separate 

ways but remain connected through their identification with the author, as if to say 

"stay in touch. " Gardiner points out that, "Insofar as the J's are the fragments of one 

woman, the novel restores thern to a kind of wholeness, parts of a fernale Humpty 

Dumpty back together again after society has shattered them (94): 

We got up to pay our quintuple bill; then we went out into the Street. 1 

said goodbye and went off with Law. 1. Janet; 1 also watched them go. 
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1 Joanna; moreover 1 went off to show Jael the city, 1 Jeannine, 1 Jael, 

1 myself. 

Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye. (2 12) 



Science fiction exists to provide a gathering-place for dreamers, philosophers. 

cntics, and artists. J m n a  Russ is al1 of these; her writing provides an exceptional 

example of the best characteristics of the genre and established a sound foundation for 

feminist science fiction. Her science fiction is not merely inventive and intelligent, it 

also smoothiy blends feminism with the traditions of weii established genre; in doing 

so it extrapolates the increased awareness achieved by the women's rnovement and 

predicts the future of women as a result of those social victones. Her ideas expand 

the horizon of what once was a predominantly male genre, and they encourage the 

expansion of women's role in society. Feminist science fiction has flourished under 

her tutelage; it has matured and now comprises a large proportion of the best science 

fiction currently available. 

Russ's short stories provide a valuable index to the maturation of science 

fiction. By exposing the pomographic and sel f-indulgent adolescent male conventions 

which characterize adventure fantasy, she brought the validity of traditional adventure 

fantasy into question. Her heroine. Aiyx. is an example of feminist strength and 

cornpetence, revitalizing a stagnant. self-perpetuating genre by drawing attention to its 

sexism and smugness. Alyx provides a feminist perspective on science fiction and 

adventure fantasy which encourages and educates women readers and authon (and 

hopefblly sorne males) alike. Moreover, by ushg adventure fântasy as a stepping 

stone to science fiction, Russ intimatdy co~ected the two genres, increasing the 
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moral value of adventure fantasy and reducing the technocracy of science fiction. For 

example, Shen S. Tepper's to W-'s Co- (1988) combines adventure 

fantasy and science fiction in a gender-segregated pst-apocalyptic society-a concept 

which might never have seen p ~ t  without Russ's efforts. Russ's later work, "Soulsn 

(1982)-in the collection E-1 Pepple (19W)-is motfier example of her own 

cutting-edge fantasy litaature. 

The attention Russ devotes to the emotional and psychological aspects of 

science fiction gives her work more heuristic value than technological aspects of 

. . science fiction. on P;iradise makes the social issues she examines more 

accessible to the reader and more pertinent on an individual level by permitting the 

reader to identify with various character ideologies which paralle1 contemporary 

problems. In addition, her characters becorne more sophisticated as Russ makes them 

more introspective and vulnerable , increasing their credibility through ps y chological 

realism. Seen from this historical point of view, The (1969), 

. . by Ursula K. Le Guin, may owe some s d  debt to W. It also is set 

on a frozen and largely unpopulated planet, and the main character has an epiphanic 

joumey across a hzen wasteland. Moreover, both Russ and Le Guin owe a large 

debt to Mary Shelley's novel, m, which is, without a doubt, the first 

science-fiction novel to explore the psyche and the fiozen wasteland it inhabits within 

us. While Le Guin's novel has been more successful than Russ's, Russ was certainly 

published fint and deserves recognition as the matriarch of feminist science fiction-an 

honour commonly awarded Le Guin. 
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Russ' s feminism developed in tandem with the women* s movemen t . sometimes 

it even preceded certain elements of it. Her writing reflects the most emergent 

feminist issues of her time. The conscioumess-raising aspect of The F- is a 

major feminist contribution and is refiected in the story, Houston. do 

& (1976) by James Tiptree, Jr. (alias Alice Hastings Bradley Sheldon). Tiptree's 

pst-epidemic world b o m w s  aspects of both Russ's Womanland and Whileaway in its 

support of coordinated woman's organization and self-reIiance. Angela Carter's work. 

of B w  Eve (1977), also salutes Russ: its main character, Evelyn, 

metamorphoses h m  a man to a woman. becoming a fernale man. The transformation 

takes place in an dl-woman enclave, reminiscent of Womanland. in the Nevada 

deserts. 

Russ has detractors, of course; her work has ken criticized as violent, 

inflarnmatory . and casuating. These accusations invariably focus on the few scenes 

whm physical conflict anses between one of Russ's heroines and a persistently 

antagonist male character. Russ ' s negative critics address neither her development of 

feminist issues nor the circumstarices leading tu a violent episodes of her work. They 

appeal limply to masculine sympathy , citing Russ's violent passages in an attempt to 

discredit her as a man-hater for the unflattering portrayal she gives of paniacchal she 

The violence of Russ's hemines is invariably an unavoidable consequenœ of 

overt masculine oppression, and the threat that patriarchal values will be physically 

enforced. Ironically, Russ's champions are greater warriors than their male 
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antagonists, perhaps because they have nothing to lose but oppression. Their moral 

conviction guides their actions, and they effectively exterminate these oppressive 

brutes in the interest of the common good. Russ does not totally reject male Society; 

she exposes its prejudices and offers a ferninist penpective as an alternative to 

mitional roles. Her characters resort to violence only in self-defense, which is itself 

cause of additional paeiarchal embarrassment. 

An interesting case can be made for the investigation of the causes and effects 

of the violence in Russ's work, which becornes less m u e n t  and severe in her later 

novels and stones. Whether this trend in her work reflets the increased 

representation of women in government and administration or whether Russ herself 

lost faith in the capacity of guemlla tactics to effect lasting change is an issue I could 

not address in this thesis. However, it bears consideration in the context of continued 

efforts to improve equality in social settings, for women and minonties alike. 

Russ's emergence as an author established a new sub-genre: feminist science 

fiction. As 1 have already noted in passing , other authors were quick to take advantage 

of Russ's initial progress, and feminist science fiction flourished in the 1970's. Russ 

continwd to write through the decade and weU into the 1980's. Her works include: 

And (1970). W e  -ut To- -. (1975). The Two of niem (1978), 

as well as a collection of short stones spanning her writing career titled me 

(1987). Such a large body of work, produceci over two decades, 

would be impossible to address in the short space of this thesis; consequently, I have 

teft those works for the interested reader to explore with the hope that the 
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hope that the development anaiysis 1 have made of Russ's fiction will provide 

adequate guidelines to analyle her mature writing. 

As the unacknowledged matriarch of ferninist science fiction. Joanna Russ laid 

a solid foundation for many writers. She was a leader to her contempomies, 

inspiring such writers as Unula Le Guin, Angela Carter, Samuel Delany, Octavia 

Butler, and James Tiptree, Jr. Her influence can be found in the works of the 

generation of dters who foilowed her: Nicola Griffith, Margaret Atwood, Linda 

Nagata, Sheri Tepper, Lisa Mason, and Pameia Sargent, to name a few. Russ's 

writing encourages us to question the dominant paradigrn, not solely as a subversive 

act, but to educate ourselves and thereby improve the world we live in. Her advocacy 

of the women's movement is a step towards a society of equality and a rejection of 

cornplacency and patriarchal in fiexibility . However, the realization of Russ' s goal 

remains to be achieved. me F& Man concludes with an envoi, giving the reader 

the reassurance that more change will corne, in time: 

Go. little book, trot through Texas and Vermont and Alaska and 

Maryland and Washington and Flonda and Canada and England and 

France; bob a curtsey at the shrines of Friedan, Millet, Greer, 

Firestone, and al1 the mt ;  behave yourself in people's living rooms, 

neither looking ostentatious on the coffe table nor failing to persuade 

due to the duiiness of your style; . . . . Do not scream when you are 

ignored, for that will a l m  people, and do not fume when your are 

heisted by persons who will not pay, rather rejoice that you have 
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becorne so popular. Live memly, little daughter-book, even if 1 can't 

and we can't; recite yourself to al1 who wiil listen; stay hopeful and 

wise. . . . Do not cornplain when at k t  you are quaint and old 

fashioned, . . . do not mutter angrily to younelf when young peMns 

read you to hrooch and hrch and guffaw, wondering what the dickens 

you were ail about. Do not get glum when you are no longer 

undentood, little book. Do not curse your fate. Do not reach up from 

the readers' laps and punch the readers' noses. 

Rejoice, little book! 

For on that &y we will be free. (2 13- 14) 
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